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This study documents the knowledge of bush rnedicine among the Innu people of

Labrador, and considers how this and other forrns of traditional knowledge (TK) may be
used in decisioii-makinç processes, suc11 as environmental impact assessrnent (EIA).
Objectives of tlie study were: 1) To document Innu knowledge and use OF the land,
specifically knowledge of Innu bush medicine and its transmission, and propose ways to
improve this transmission using the educational system; 2) To examine the EIA process
and discuss steps to improve the inclusion of aboriginal knowledge in that process.
The study was carried out with the consent of the Innu Nation and the principal
research techniques iised were semi-stnictured interviews with key iiiformants,
participant observation, field trips, and plant collection. There were two main research
components. One was the author's participation as a member of the research team
documrnting Innu ecological knowledge for presentation to the Voisey's Bay Nickel
Mine Environmental .Assessnient Panel. This tcam reserirch involved group and
individual interviews. The esperieiices aiitl observations durin= this process form the
basis fur the section on the inclusion of traditional knowledge in environmental
assessiiient.
'The second researcii coiiiyoiieiit was the stiidy on Innu etliiiobotany. Various
inforrnants were questioned on their knowledge of bush medicine in the communities of
Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit during and afier completion of the first study.

The results of the ethnobotany component of the study showed that twenty-two
plant species were used, representing tweive botanical famil ies.

Members of the

Pinaceae family were tlie species most utilized by the Innu and the boushs and leaves
were the plant pans most frequently employed in their traditional remedies. Teas and
poultices were the niost cornnion preparation niethods. in all, seventy-seven healing
remedies were indicated by the inforrnants to treat cornplaints in areas such as colds and
fevers; cuts, buriis, and skin irritations; joint and muscle pain and inflammation;
gastrointestinal disorders; eye, ear and mouth problems; urinary problems; presnancy and
chiidcare; and mental and psychological stress.

Use of the formal educational system to preserve this and other forms of Innu
knowledge was explored, including the introduction of h n u culture courses into the
school cumculum and the production of educational material on bush medicine. Ways to
facilitate interaction between elders and youth using the schools and other arenas were
also exaniined. A teclinical report on the topic of bush medicine was prepared for Innu
Nation t'or use in the schools.
'Tlie secoiid objective of this research was fulfilled by the author's participation in
the traditional kitowled~essurvey for the Voisey's Bay Nickel Mine Assessment known as

the lnnu Ecological Kmwledge Project. The tlieory sunounding t his topic was examined
and an evaluation was carried out of four previous panels that attempted to include
traditional knowledge: the Berçer Inqiiiry, the Assessment ot'klilitary Flying Activities in
Labrador and Quebec, the Nonh Central Project, and the Northwest Territories Diamond
iMiiie Assessiiieiit. Tlie streiiptlis aitd weakiiessrs of the Voisey's Bay Nickel Mine
Assessrnent and the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project in particular were analyzed.
Strengths included [lie involvement of the lnnu in drafting the Panel's Terms of
Reference, the recognition of the value of aboriginal knowledge by the Panel in their
Guidelines to the conipariy. and the consideration given to social and cultural impacts in
the Innu knowlrdge survey and t lie assessment itsel E

Weaknesses included the

behavioural coiitlict rvident between the parties, the lack of community education on the
topics of iiiiiiiitg xid riivirontiiriiral asscssnients, aiid [lie liniited time period allowed for

the coiiiplrtioit of siicli cottiprelieiisive studies. Potential measures to iniprove the
inclusion of Innu people and their knowledge in future assessments have been identified.
Examples of recornniendations include the use of alternat ive dispute resolution
techniques to address contlicts, earlier corrimunication with and involvement of Innu
people in the procrss, and lesislative changes to the free-entry mineral regime in
Newtoi~ndland.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background and issue Statement

The field of traditioiial knowledge is increasiiigly being acknowledçed as an
alternative and often complementary source of information to Western science. There is
growing recognition of the importance of documenting and preserving this knowledge in
order to understand its application to modern day problems and to ensure its availabi lity
to future yenerations (Barreiro 1992; Inglis 1993; Warren et al. 1995). As well, by
recording tliis learning, many iiidigetioiis coniniiinities feel a renewed sense of ethnic
identity and are able to nt'tirni tlieir riglit to autononiy and independence to an even
greater extent (Healey 1993). In this way, investigation and research into traditional
forrns of knowledge can not only be enliglitening for non-native researctiers but can also
contribute to cornmunity empowerment.

Oiir iiiiponant aren of tradi tioiial knowlrdge is rth~iohorcit!~
(Alcorn 1984;
Cotton 1996). Pan of tliis study will focus on tliis division of traditional knowledge
"concerned with ...p lants used in subsistence, materiai culture and medicine, while
considerins this knowledge within its original spiritual and sociological context" (Cotton
1996). Within this division, the emphasis will be on the use of plants in traditional bush

medicine, specifically that of the Innu people in Labrador.

The term "bush medicine"

refers to current aiid Iiistorical medicinal techniques and practices used by the Innu to
treat disease and sickness, rsprcially during country or "busli" travel. Several synonyms
will also be used at various tinies throughout the thesis includiiiç "niedical ethnobotany"

and "traditional medicine". The related term "ethnopharrnacology" which is prevalent in
the literature is avoided for the most pan due to its technical nature.

The importance of bush medicine as a life ski11 and the need to preserve this
traditional knowledge have been identified as key priorities for the Innu (Penashue and
Penashue 1998). Previous studies have examined the status of this knowledge among the
related group known as the Montagnais of the Quebec Nonh Shore (Clément 1990;
Clément 1995). However, there has been little work with the Innu groups of Labrador.

The precarious situation of traditional knowledge in several Labrador cornmunitics gives
rise to a pressing need to collect and preserve this information. The research carried out
for this study is intended to sontribute to that process and assist the Innu in transmitting

this traditional knowledge to subsequent generations.
In order to ensure that the value and use of bus11 medicine and otlier types of
traditional knowledge continues to be recognized and valued it i s essential that

it

is

applied in a nieaningful wav to current issues and decision-niaking processes. The field

of environmentai impact assessrnent ( E h ) is one area where the knowledge held by lnnu
elders and huniers could make a larse contribution. in fact, the 1997 Delgamuukw court
decision has made it obligatory for governments to at least consult with aboriginal groups
regarding potential development activities on their traditional lands (Suprerne Coun of
Canada 1997). [n addition. the Independent Environmental Monitorin- Agency of the
BHP assessment recommended that a Federal policy be developed on the issue and also
prescribed action on the part of aboriginal groups and developers to work together
towards the goal of including traditional knowledge in environmental assessment and
management (1999). However, there has been little progress achieved in any of these

areas. There are still no accepted guidelines on the topic and to date, most EIAs have not
lived up to their promise of tme integration of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK)in
the process (Stevenson, 1996). As a result, this study will also consider ways in which
the EIA process could be iniproved in order to enhance the inclusion and application of
aboripinal knowledge to the decision-making process. The aut hor's participation in the
Innu Ecological Knowledge (IEK) Project of the Voisey's Bay Nickel Mine
environmental assessnient will be used as the basis for this examination and critique.
1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to stimulate discussion and action on tlie preservation
of cenain aspects of traditional kiiowledge within lnnu communities, as well as its

inclusion in various decision-making processes, such as environmental impact
assessment.
7.3 Objectives

The main objectives of tliis reseiircli are:
1. To document lnnu knowled-e and use of tlie land, specitically knowledge of lnnu

busli medicine and its transmission; and propose ways to iniprove tliis transmission
using the educational system;
2. To examine the EIA process and discuss steps to improve the inclusion of aboriginal
knorvledge in that process.
1.4 Scope of Study

The study took place during the period from May 17-August 24, 1998, in the
Labrador communities of Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit, also known as Davis Inlet.

Sheshatshiu is located on the shores of Lake Melville, 40 km nonheasi oCHappy Valley-

Goose Bay, and the community of Utshimassit lies on the nonhern Coast of Labrador, 79
kilometres southeast of the Voisey's Bay Nickel mine site (Figure 1). Descriptions of the

geography and demographics of these two communities will be presented in the
following chapter. Although mucli of the general discussion and tlieory outlined in this
thesis can be applied on a national scale, many of the specific details and
recommendations of this analysis are relevant at the local or provincial levels only.

in

addition, some of the suggestions contained in the environrnental assessrnent section of
the thesis will apply specifically to mining developments, as this case study formed the
basis for the evaluniion alid critique of the process.

7.5 Methods
A brief overview of the methods used during the research will be presented here.

Funher information on the research methods will be covered in a later chapter.
The research followed the principles of participatory research in incorporating

cornniunity needs and priorities (Ryaii and Robinson 1990). Research was conducted
with the consent and collaboration of the lnnu Nation in Labrador in order to provide for
local participation and involvement and to reflect the communities' objectives on the

topics of hnu rnedicine and other forms of traditional knowledge.
The primary research methods employed during the course of the investigation
were semi-stnictured interviews with key intiormants, participant observation, plant
collection and tield surveys, and a comprehensive literature review (see Cotton 1996;
Ohmagari and Berkes 1997).

The interviews were recorded on micro-cassette to ensure proper interpretation
and understanding and maintain a permanent record. During the interview process, the
practice of "inforrned consent" was utilized so that participants understood the nature of
the study and its importance in helping to document Innu land use and to protect the Innu
1ifestyle.

Specirnens of the rnedicinal plants discussed were collected to ensure proper
identification and deposited at the University of Manitoba herbarium in Winnipeg. The
full scientific names and families of the plant species discussed in tliis thesis can be found

in Appendis I.
A deliverable consisting of a short technical report entitled "Plant Medicine of the

tnnu" (containing colour photocopies of the medicinal specimens collected over the
summer) was produced From this study for the Innu Nation. Copies of al1 research results
obtained, including tapes and transcripts,

were deposited wit h the communities.

Permission was obtained prior to publishing any results. Any pan of the information
considered sensitive or confidential will not be used in this thesis nor any Future
publications but will remain the sole property of the Innu Nation.
7.6 Research Limitations
The primary constraint during the research penod was the author's lack of lnnu

language skills. This limited the ability for interaction and discussion with people in the
two communities and also required the use of an interpreter for al1 interviews.
Translation between the two languages sometimes resulted in misunderstandings that had
an influence on the validity of the information gathered.

The author's lack of formai training in linguistics also had an impact on the
research, especially in terrns of the Innu plant names recorded in the ethnobotany section.
Althou~h she compensated for this limitation to some extent by relying on the
transcriptions of Dr. Clément and standard Innu orthography from the literature, some of
the names recorded, especially in Sheshatshiu, are based on the best efforts of the author
herse1f. As a result, important dialect variations may not be properly represented.
An additional factor that had an impact on the research was the author's status in
the comrnunities. As a newcomer to the area, she knew very few people within the
communities and had no knowledge of individuals or families with a specific interest and
proficiency in the topic of bush medicine. Consequently, it was necessary to rely upon a
small number of contacts within each community for the identification and introduction
of interviewees. This meant that additional people with the potential to contribute to the

subject might have been overlooked.
Related to this is the fact ihat the majority of the interviews conducted by the
author were with women. As a result, a gender bias has been introduced into the study
and most of the information obtained on plant medicines should be interpreted

in light of

this fact.

Of course, factors such as time and budget also hindered the author's attempts at
in-depth research into the topics. The summer research period dictated by her academic
program meant that the knowledge and information held by Innu people within the two
communities could not be investigated with the thoroughness and attention it so richly
deserved. Consequently, the results discussed in the following chapters, specifically

those reiated to lnnu medicine, should be considered to represent only a brief introduction
to the tme knowledge and skills held by the Innu people.
Budget was the final limiting element of the research. This was particularly
relevant in terms of those interviews conducted outside the context of the Innu Ecological
Knowledge Project, which were on a charitable basis only. As a result, the information
and opinions expressed in those interviews represent a smaller number of people. The
discussion of transmission methods of bush medicine knowledge is particularly subject to
that constraint as al1 of the relevant interviews were conducted with unpaid subjects.

Chapter 2: Background Literature Review
2.7 Sfudy Area and The People
2.1 -1 Labrador: The Biophysical Environment
According to the Ecological Stratification Working Group (1996), Labrador is
composed of three distinct ecozones: Arctic Cordillera to the extreme nonh, a central
region of Taiga Shield, and a srnail strip of Boreal Shield to the southeast. The
comrnunity of Sheshatshiu falls within the Boreal Shield zone, but is closely surrounded
by the Taiga Shield. Utshimassit is located entirely within the Taiga Shield on the
northern Coast of Labrador. Both of these areas contain sirnilar, but distinct, landscape

types and cli matic conditions.
The Boreal Shield is the largest ecozone in Canada and extends frorn nonhem
Saskatchewan in the west to Newfoundland in the east (Figure 2). However, in Labrador
its distribution is lirnited to two narrow regions: an inland area to the southeast in the
vicinity of Cartwright, and a second location surrounding Lake Melville and the
community of Sheshatshiu (Figure 3).
Elevation in the Lake Melville area is close to sea level, with low rolling hills and
numerous river valleys and small lakes. The climate ranges from a mean of 8.S°C in the
surnmer to a mean of -13 .Socin the winter. Vegetation in the area is dominated by ciosed
stands of conifers such as balsam tir (Abies balsamea) and black spruce (Picea ~nm*iana),
and deciduous trees li ke white birc h (Be~itia
papyr~era)and trembling aspen (Poprilirs
tremirloides). Various types of lichens and shrubs are also extensively present. Wildlife

includes waterfowl, small mammals such as beaver (Castor carradensis) and

muskrat (Ortrlatra zibethicus), and large unguiates like moose (Alces alces) and caribou
(izangfer tatandus)(Fxological Stratification Working Group 1996).

The eastem portion of the Taig Shield extends from the edge of Hudson Bay

across central Quebec and Labrador to the coast (Figure 2).

This ecozone is

characteristic of much of Labrador, incluâing the areas that border the Lake Melville
Plain and the coastai area sunoundiiig Utshimassit (Figure 3). Mean temperames in die
II

inland regions generally cover a greater range than the Lake Melville Plain, being slightly
colder in the winter (-16.S°C) and wanner in the summer (10°C). The land around Lake
Melville is a varying pattern of roclcy hills and low wetlands, mixed with open tundra
meadows and forest stands. Black spnice is the most common tree species in the area,
sometimes mixed with white spnice (Picea glatcca), tamarack (Larix inricina), and dwarf
birc h (Beldu ~icr,ic.i). Alders (Airrus incana ssp. mgosa and Alms viridis ssp. crispa) are
also prevalent dong riverbanks and drainageways. White birch and wi ilow (Solix spp.)
occur in some transitional areas, while balsam fir is rare and restncted to moist, welldrained sites. Vegetation also includes numerous lichens, mosses, sedges, and plants
such as Labrador tea (Ledrtm groeniandiczirn). These ecoregions are home to a variety of
mamrnals including caribou, moose, black bear ( U m america~iirs),red fox ( h l p r s

v~iipes),and lynx (Lynx ca~~cidensis)),
as well as waterfowl and other birds (Ecological
Stratification Working Group 1996).
The coastal ecoregion surrounding Utshimassit is composed of numerous islands,

inlets, and exposed headlands. Sandy moraines are also common and extend inland along
the fjords. Mean temperatures range from -13.5"C in the winter to 7" C durinç the
relatively short summer. Vegetation is predominantly limited to mosses and lichens on
the headlands while the valleys and coastal areas are dominated by mixed scrubland

consisting of alders, dwarf birch, and Labrador tea. White spruce, black spmce, larch,
and balsam fir are also present. The area contains important habitat for migrating birds
and caribou as well as seal whelping areas (Ecological Stratification Working Group
1996).

ln recent years, much of the land base of these Labrador ecoregions has been

influenced by large-scale development activities, including mining, logging, and
hydroelectric reservoirs. Despite these impacts, however, subsistence hunting, fishing,
and trapping remain extremely important to many of the people inhabiting these areas,
including the Innu.
2.1.2 The lnnu

The native group known as the Innu lives in the eastem half of the QuebecLabrador peninsula, an area they cal1 Nitassinan. They are an Algonquin group, related
to the Cree, Ojibwa, and Micmac. Historically referred to as the Montagnais-Naskapi by
the French and British immigrants to North America, the Innu are re-identifyiny
ttiemselves in the langiiage of iheir ancestors (Armitage 1997). The term "lnnu" means
"human being" or more poetically, "The People" (Armitage 1997; Mailhot 1997).
Numbering approximately 16,000 people in all, the modem day Innu range from the
North Shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the northeastern Coast of Labrador. in
Labrador, they reside in two principal communities: Davis Inlet or Utshimassit to the
nonh, with a population of about 500 people, and Sheshatshiu in the Lake Melville
region, with a population of about 1O00 (Armitage 1997).

The history of Innu culture in Labrador is a long one. Archaeologist Stephen
Loring (in Wadden 1996) believes that the innu are descendants of the ancient aboriginal
group known as the Maritime Archaics. This society was one of the first to inhabit what

is presently Labrador soon afier the retreat of the last ice age, approximately 8000 years
ago. In any case, there is evidence that the innu have resided in Labrador for at least
2000 years (Wadden 1996).

The Innu have traditionally been nomadic hunter-gatherers, changing their
location with the seasons and migratory patterns of the species they depended upon for
food. Both Wadden (1996) and Mailhot (1997) point to past evidence that suggests the
Innu may have relied upon coastal species like fish and seals until they were pushed
inland hundreds of years ago by aggressive ancestors of the modem Inuit. As a result, the
Innu came to depend heavily upon migrant caribou herds, a practice still in place today.
These animal populations often fluctuate wildl y, however, and this was responsible for
hardship and starvation among the Innu in the past (Wadden 1996). Consequeiitly,
hunters who could predict the movements and behaviour of the caribou

were

greatly

prized, and the Innu still place a high value on this "extensive knowledge of the land"

(Mailhot 1997) As well, ethics such as food sharing and reciprocity were also developed

in response to this dernand for mutual cooperation and interdependence (Wadden 1996).
Wadden ( 1996) also notes that the lnnu would trade at various times with other

aboriy inal cultures, including the Micmac, Iroquois, and Beothuk.

This tradiny

relationship was iater extended to include Europeans, as evidenced by Mailhot (1997) in
her descriptions of historical encounters between the Innu and Dutch at Lake Melville in
the early 1700's. Despite this contact, Armitaçe (1997) believes that the Europeans had

"little adverse effect" on the lifestyle of the lnnu in Labrador until the establishment of
trading pons in the area during the 19th century.
According to Wadden (1996), it was at this time that the Innu came under
increasing pressure from European traders attempting to make the Innu dependent upon
materials like ~

L S As
.

well, they would try to force the lnnu to take time away from

huntin~essential species like caribou in order to obtain fun like beaver that were

cornmercially vaiuable. Sorne unscnipulous traders went so far as to refuse ammunition
to the Innu unless they hunted what was demanded. This cruel practice led to mass death
and starvation among the Innu during two particulariy harsh winters. Armitage (1997)
also cites increasing cornpetition €rom settler fur trappers, the crash of fur prices during
the 1930's. and a decrease in the caribou population as further factors that helped to erode
the link between lnnu people and their landscape, threatening their means of survival.
In spite of these pressures. however, the Innu clung tenaciousl y to their nomadic

legacy and way of life. Throughout the first half of the 20th century. the Labrador Innu
rernained true to their cultural heritage and hunting traditions to a large extent. However,
the monumental pressures of events such as World War TI and the amval of missionaries
in the 1950's noted by Wadden (1996), and the negative effects of major industries such

as mining and hydro (Armitage 1997). were simply too much for the Innu people. Faced
with this social and environrnental intrusion into their lives, many Innu were overcome
by despair and gave in to senlement pressures from the Church and provincial

govemment. As a result. Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit became permanent communities
for a people used to basing their movements upon the cycles and temperament of the
living eanh.
Wadden (1996) believes that the settlement forced upon the Lnnu has had severe
impacts upon their health and well being. Depression and alcoholism have become facts
of life for rnany of the Innu living in these two communities. As well, suicide rates and
health problems are well above the national average, and there is a large amount of
violence and abuse present in the communities. AI1 of these factors can be attributed to

the social breakdown that occurs when people are made to reject their own culture and

told that their traditional way of life is not valuable or viable in the modem world.
The Innu people did not remain passive for long, however. Faced with the social
and cultural disintegration that was occumng around thern, they made a conscious choice
to fight back and regain the lost threads of their heritage. Mailhot (1997) points to the
~ the
creation of the political organisation known as the Innu Nation in the 1 9 7 0 ' ~and

production of the Innu flag as concrete steps being taken in their fight for recognition as a
sovereign nation. Since 1982, Innu in the Labrador communities have been rejecting the
condescending and et hnocentric terminology used by the dominant society in favour of
their own language and identity, an important step in their bid for self-determination and
independence.
The Innu are also aware of the need to heal themselves and their society, and
Wadden ( 1996) emphasises the essential role the land itsel € plays in this healing process.

Referred to in the [nnu language as 'mishimit' it means much more than its simple 'bush

country' translation in English. Nirrshimit is the Innu homeland. It is where they are

once again free to be themselves and to follow their traditional way of Me, far from the
prying eyes of the dominant society. In rmtshimil, the Innu are able to regain the pride

and self-sufticiency they once knew and to heal their wounded souk.
Related to this spiritual healing is the importance of maintaining contact with the

land in order to retain the knowledge handed d o m frorn their ancestors. Many of the
elders present in these communities have important skills and abilities to teach to the

younger generation, but unless this knowledge is adequately passed on to the youth it will
be lost forever. The urgency for this transmission becomes especially clear when one

considers the fact that almost 60% of the population in the communities is under the age
of eighteen (Wadden 1996). In order to understand the significance of this potential loss,
it is necessary to examine the scope of indigenous knowledge and its value not only to the

Innu themselves but to society as a whole.
2.2 Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Local Resource Use

2.2.1 Defining Traditional Ecological Knowledge
~nciitio~rcrl
Ecologicni Kmirdedge (TEK)has also been referred to as indigenous

knowlecige. aborigi nal knowledge, or simply "knowledge of the land" (w here ' land' is
taken in the ecosystem context) (Berkes 1999a; Clément 1998). Due to the vague nature
of the term, there is still no generally accepted definition. However, for the purposes of
this thesis the term will be interpreted as: "a cumulative body of knowledge, practice, and
bel ieC evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through generations by cultural
transmission. about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another
and with their environment" (Berkes 1999a).

2.2.2 Relationship between TEK and Western Science
A variety of authors have commented on the inherent differences in the

approaches and attitudes taken by followers of Western science and TEK.

Berkes

(1999a) and Mailhot (1993) both remark on a number of diametrically opposed elernents
between the two knowledge systems. For example, they note that TEK is based on
qualitative, subjective data rather than quantitative, objective data; t hat TEK is
accumuiated by resource users in the general population instead of specialized
researchers; and

that

T E K is based on accumulation of information on a localized area

over a long time period, while Western science tends to concentrate on data gathered on a
large area over a shorter time span. However, both authors observe that there are also
similarities between the two, especially in the sense of the mental processes involved, or
as Berkes (1999a) puts it, the emphasis on "creating order out of disorder".
The complementary nature of TEK and Western science raises the issue of the

potential for cooperation and reciprocal learning between the two methods. Stevenson
(1998) recognizes that scientists' ability to accurately measure and monitor change is a
very important quality in environmental management. However, he also notes that

it

is

ofien traditional groups like the Inuit, who have experience with the panicular
ecosystems involved that are actually able to explain the reasons behind the changes
being observed. Berkes (1999a) mentions the acceptance of TEK'S importance by the
international community and its significance to practical problems of conservation,
resource management, and development. Freeman (1 992) discusses the potential role of

TEK in supplying long-term base-line data for scientific investigations and highlights
several case studies where it was actually superior to the scientific knowledge of the time.
As well, he comments on the changes in attitude that are presently occurring in many
disciplines leading to a more holistic and cyclical perspective of the universe. Traditional
societies have always recognized the interrelationships present in the world, and as a
result, they cari be of help to modern scientists attempting to move towards this more
comprehensive point of view.
Despite the potential for this cooperative leaming, however, Mailhot (1993)
observes that the power difference between the two systems of knowledge is very
significant and that TEK is usuaily regarded with suspicion or outright derision by many

Western scientists. As well, even when TEK is incorporated into the management
process, it is usually only the information that can be interpreted in a 'scientific' way (Le.
it makes sense to the Western managers) (Stevenson 1998). This is especially noticeable

in environmental impact assessments where the incorporation of TEK has only recently
been accepted as a necessary component (Johannes 1993; Stevenson 1996).
Numerous authors have noted the danger of taking this traditional knowledge out

of context. Doubleday (1993) emphasizes the problems that can result when TEK is
separated from its spiritual and cultural components. The niles and knowledge base that
conie dong witli TEK are extreinely important in terrns of their value to the management

scherne. An inequitable distribution of power combined with this selective extraction of
knowledge can lead to exploitation of both the resource and the traditional community
itself. Her discussion of the abuse of medicinal plant knowledge by pharmaceutical
companies is a classic example of the imbalance that can result during this process.
As a result, it is extremely important that al1 the aspects of TEK be considered in

any application of this knowledge. However, few managers or scientists have any real
appreciation of the integrative nature of TEK and the close linkage between its
environmental and cultural elements. In order to better comprehend this relationship, it is
necessary to examine the intellectual basis of TEK and the development of this
knowledge within human systems.

2.2.3The Foundation of Traditional Ecological Knowledge
Traditional Ecological Knowledge is believed to denve from two distinct fields:
ethriosciemx and h m m ecology (according to Berkes, 1999a). The first is concerned

with classifying plants and animals into various systems, the second with understanding
the relationship between humans and their environment.
Hunn (1993) discusses the common practice for people around the world to
distinguish between and identify different biological species. In addition. he notes that
many of the classification systems are sirnilar at the species level, that is, there is a close
correlation between individuals recognized as species in both the scientific and traditional
knowledge systems. Berkes (1999a) mentions the fact that it was initially this test of the
robustness of tlie species concept that attracted biologists to the field of ethnoscience.

In practice, however, it is almost impossible to separate the way cultures viedifferent species from their understanding of the relationship of that species to their daily
life. This is emphasized by Hunn (1993) when he explains how various species may be

eit her underdi fferentiated or overdi fferentiated, depending upon their perceived
importance within the particular culture. Clément ( 1995) also acknowledges the role that
cultural significance and use has on naming and classification systems among the tnnu
people.

In contrast to these utilitarian perspectives, however, anthropologists such as
Berlin (1992) regard the classification systems of a culture to result out of curiosity or
intellectual pursuits. This so CO-calledcognitive perspective was also noted by Berlin er
01. (1974) in their study of plant taxonomy of the Tzeltal Indians of Mexico. During this

stiidy, they noted that the name given to a panicular species helped to communicate
information about the plant to others in the society.
Regardless of the underlying basis for the orgaanization however, any attempt to
study classification systems must also consider cultural aspects of the communities

involved. The way people understand and relate to their environment is inextricably
linked to their cultural background and worldview. Researchers wishing to understand
the essence and justification for classification systems must be prepared to consider the
role that culture plays in the arrangement. Therefore, the two fields of ethnoscience and
hurnan ecology are closely afil iated, and their combination in the study of traditional
ecological knowledge requires that an interdisciplinary approach be adopted (Berkes
1999a).

As Hunn (1993) observes, however, ensunng that the researcher has specific
knowledçe of the native language is particularly important if an accurate and detailed
study is to be achieved. In the absence of this bilingual ability, it is even more cnicial that
careful and conscientious research methods be tollowed at ail times. Being informed
about cultural factors such as gender ciifferences, variations in dialect, and particular
styles of communication (e.g taIl tales or myths) are also cnicial to reiiable research (Berkes
1999a).

In order to arrive at an accurate picture of the numerous interrelationships
between a society and its surroundings, it is necessary to go beyond these simple
linguistic provisions and examine the particular adaptations involved in the organization
of a culture. Often, related "adaptive processes" can be discerned in various societies

around the world and result in similar actions and institutional structures despite the local
nature of the dependent information (Berkes 1999a). Examples of this include the
common use of territoriaiity as a method of resource conservation around the world
(Mailhot 1986; and Hrenchuk 1993), and the use of fire among Australian and North
American indigenous peoples (Gadgil et al. 1993).

As a result of these underlying

adaptive processes, conservation practices and management strategies of traditional
systems can ofien be applied to far-off areas.

Berkes (1999a) notes the increasing

importance of this holistic approach of traditional societies to ecosystem management.

In addition to identifying the adaptive mechanisms of a society, however, Berkes
(1999a) stresses the fact that human ecology is also concemed with placing these actions

in context of the panicular worldview of the culture. This includes an examination of the
various spiritual beliefs of the community, and the placement of human beings within that
worldview (Le. whether humans are seen as separate from nature, as in much OP Western
society; or if they are considered inextricably linked to it, the dominant viewpoint of most
traditional societies). The study of such metaphysical elements c m be extremely
complex to say the least.
As can be seen from the previous discussion, a comprehensive study of al1
traditional ecological knowledge of even a single community would involve many years
of research. The basic elements of classification of species (ethonoscience) and the

functional societal processes and concepts involved (hurnan ecology) combine to form a
truly staggering amount of information. Therefore, it is necessary for researchers to

narrow the focus of the work being considered to involve only a panicular sub-set of
these elernents. With this in mind, one portion of this research was restricted to the
division ofethnoscience concerned with plants. This field is known as ethnobotariy. The
same task was accomplished in the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project by limiting the
number ofspecies discussed and restricting the geographical area involved.

Chapter 3: Methods
Fieldwork in Labrador commenced in mid-May of 1998 and terminated in late
Au\ugust of the same year. During these three months, a variety of research techniques
were used in order to fulfill the objectives of this investigation. The information was

subsequently analyzed and the technical report was produced for the Innu. The methods
and techniques will be discussed for each of the objectives in turn to allow for a clear
explanation of how each aspect of the study was carried out.

3. f Documentation of Bush Medicine Knowledge and Transmission
*

Much of the field season was spent trying to determine the knowledge and attitudes
of the lnnu towards tradirional bush medicine practices. .As well. it was important to

discover who is well versed in the knowiedse and application of this custom.
Consequently, participant observation, semi-stnictured interviews, and plant collection
during field surveys were important research techniques.
Arrangements were made in each community for the author to obtain
accommodations with a local farnily for the duration o f the research period. As noted by
Ohmagari (1996). it is imponant to try to reside with a well-respected Family who can
help with initial introductions and acceptance in the community. Both of the families that
she stayed with in the two communities were generous enough to help with this important

task. The author was introduced to Giends and extended family members and invited to
participate in various family and community activities. This helped to improve her
recognition within the communities as well as facilitate understanding of the research
topic.

Ohmagari ( 1996) also States that, if possible, efforts should be made to stay with a
farnily that is active in the study topic, in this case the practice of bush medicine, as this
would provide an original starting point and information base. Although none of the
immediate family members currently practiced traditional medicine, some extended
family members and friends were quite knowledgeable about the topic and were among
the first people interviewed by the author.
The families with whom she stayed were also extremely important in ternis of the

interview process itself During the research, it was essential for the author to work
closely with local people as tvanslators and research assistants to ensure that aiiy
questions and replies were properly understood and recorded. This working pannership
also contributed to capacity building in the communities by training people in
ethnobiological research methods to cany out further work in this field.

In both

communities, specific family members served as translators for the interviews and helped
to direct the author on possible questions or topics to bring up for discussion. The age of
the translators involved ranged from 23 -50 years of age. The older translators heiped to
ensure more accurate translation of key terms and phrases, especially in the t ransrnission
interviews, whi le involvinç a younser person in the process fulfilled the goal of capacity
building and training.
Although officia1 permission had already been given for the study, it was also
impottant to gain the support and approval of the general population. Wit h this in rnind,
the author attended various community evenis and activities in order to meet the local
people and inform them of her presence in the community and the nature of her study.

This seemed to make it easier to receive the cooperation and input of individuals when

they were later approached for interviews, as well as being entertaining and informative
events in and of themselves.

One of the primary research methods employed throughout the field season was
participant observation.

Du ring interviews, community events, and field surveys a

"learning by doing" attitude was adopted. In this way, it was possible to gain direct
experience with the practice of bush medicine. In addition, the technique helped to
establish rapport with individuals and the community and also allowed a context for
posing questions about the activity being undertaken.

The author kept a journal

throughout the field season in order to record her thoughts and experiences of each dry.
Semi-structured interviews with the key informants identitied by the community
were also essential in order to learn about the past and current practice of bush medicine.
Throughout the summer, nine people, seven wornen and two men, were interviewed on
this subject. They ranged from 57 to 84 years of age, with the majority of the informants
being over sixty. Specifics on the age and background of the informants are given in
Appendix 2, aithough names are withheld for reasons of privacy.

Appendix 3 contains

an interview schedule outlining the date and length of each interview as well as the
nurnber of participants involved (up io five) and the topics covered. Some of these
interviews took place within the contexi of discussions held during the lnnu Ecological
Knowledge Project. The author had received prior permission from the Innu Nation to
use this Project as a forum For questioning infonants on the topic of bush medicine due
to her limited summer research period. The interviews carried out under this dual nature
are identified in Appendix 3 .

Although the focus of the interviews was aimed at medicinal plant knowledge and
healing techniques, they were not formally structured in order to aliow for bener
communication and information flow. These interviews helped to inform and educate the
author about the basics of bush medicine among the Innu, as well as to identib priorities
related to the practice. The interviews were tape recorded in order to ensure proper
understanding and application of the knowledge and maintain a complete record that
could be deposited with the communities. In al1 cases, however, the practice of informed
consent was used to identify the nature and purpose of the study to the respondents, as
well as to advise them of their right to participate or withdraw 6 0 m the process at any
time.
Field trips with the elders were important to identify various medicinal plant
species and key habitat areas. Collection of the plan: species used in bush medicine was
also carried out. after receiving the approval and consent of the lnnu Nation. The field
trips took the form of short nature walks lasting anywhere from 30 minutes to several
hours depending upon the desires and availability of the informants. Identification of key
plant species and their potential uses helped to detennine the scope of knowledge among
the Innu, as well as their dependence upon certain plants in the wild.
During these tield surveys, the plants used in bush medicine were collected and
pressed according to standard botanical practices. Details on the habitat areas were noted
and locations were determined using standard mapping techniques. Following the
research period, in the fall of 1998, plants were identified by the author and herbarium
staff at the University of Manitoba and deposited with the herbarium after proper
mounting and iabeling. Prior to each specimen being permanently deposited with the

University, however, colour photocopies were made for use in a technical report entitled
"Plant Medicine of the Innu". Copies of this report were sent to the Innu Nation offces
in the communities of Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu.
The transmission of bush rnedicine knowledge among the Innu was also examined
in this study. The hands-on experience gained through participant observation provided
an important context for the author's understanding of this conveyance. Discussions with
five key inforrnants, aged 39 to 84, covered their experience and learning of bush
medicine. This enabled a general overview of transmission methods and teacliers to be

drawn, although it is important to remember the research limitations of gender and
interview bias that were discussed earlier.
In order to preserve bush medicine and other forms of traditional knowledge for
the future, it is necessary that this information be passed on to young lnnu in the
communities. In the past, this transmission tended to occur through direct observation
and learning while children accompanied their parents on hunting trips in the bush.
However, the settlement of the Innu in year-round comrnunities and the decreasing
number of families pursuing traditional livelihoods demand that altemate methods for
delivering this knowledge must be found. The teaching of traditional practices within the
school setting would seem to offer some hope of fulfilling that role. However, much of
the current educational system is based on academic and theoretical teachings that have
little to do with the traditional lifestyles and beliefs of the Innu people. As a result, ways

of incorporating these traditional teachings within the education system must be found if
this knowledge is to remain pan of the Innu culture.

The current study proposes some of the steps that may be taken towards
compiling this knowledge in the schools. With this in mind, the author visited classes in
Sheshatshiu during May to talk with some teachers and students and gain their input on
the use and value of this knowledge and how it can be taught in the schools.
Unfortunately, school interruptions due to land clairns processes and other community
priorities, as well as time constraints, prevented the author from hl fil ling her intentions

in this area in either community. Consequently, the results discussed are limited from the
student-teacher point of view. In an attempt to remedy this limitation to some extent,
elders were questioned on this topic throughout the summer to determine barriers to be
overcome and identify priorities from their perspective.
Some examination of current educational poiicies in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador was undenaken to highlight problem areas and explore the
potential for change within the system. The author's own experiences growing up within
the Province's educational system were also drawn upon in the examination of this topic.

3.2 lncluding Aboriginal Knowledge in Environmental Assessment
The primary techniques that were used by the author in order to fut fil1 this objective
were participant observation and a comprehensive literature review. Her participation as
a research assistant in the lnnu Ecoloyical Knowledge Project form the basis for the
observations and critiques discussed in a following chapter. During this Project, the
author participated in group and individual interviews designed to gather Innu knowledge
relating to the Voisey's Bay area in Labrador and the potential impacts of the proposed
mine development.

As well, she was exposed to additional research techniques,

including et hnocartography.

The author's familianzation wit h the political climate

surrounding the Project and her interaction with executives from the Voisey's Bay Nickel
Company over the summer were also instrumental in shaping her understanding and
recomrnendations regarding the process.
Although the author was unable to attend the public hearings stage of the
proceedings due to her academic commitments, she obtained copies of al1 relevant
presentations and documents from the Canadian Environmental Assessrnent Agency in
Ottawa. These included presentations €rom Innu Nation leaders, Innu elders, the final
report and presentation of the IEK Project. documents and presentations by Voisey's Bay
Nickel Company executives, and the assessment Panel's final report. In addition, she
requested copies of material related to the Voisey's Bay development that pre-dated her
participation in the process such as the Mernorandum of Understanding signed by the two
levels of government and the Inuit and Innu Nation. Through examination and critique of
al1 these documents the author was able to trace the evolution of the developrnent and
pinpoint signiticant events that occurred during earlier stages and that had an impact on
the entire process. Telephone interviews were ûlso conducted with some Innu Nation
staff in order to clarify certain points and fiIl in missing information.
In order to improve her awareness on the topic of environmental assessment in
general and TEK'S integration in particular, the author performed a literature review of
the subject followinç her return to university in the fall. Relevant books, journals, and
gray literature were reviewed in liçht of the author's experience and knowledge of the
Voisey's Bay mining assessment and the lEK Project in particular.
In addition to this, she registered in a course on environmental impact assessrnent

offered by her department. This course helped give the author an overview of the theory

related to this topic and introduced her to several important case studies in the area of
aboriginal knowledge and environmental impact assessrnent that could be compared to
her experiences during the summer.

Chapter 4: Medical Ethnobotany of the lnnu People
4. f Ethnobotany: A Literature Review
4.1 -1 Historical Development of Ethnobotany

The term 'ethnobotany' was first coined by botanist John Harshberger at the
University of Pennsylvania in 1895 (Davis 1995). Like traditional knowledge itself, the
expression is still not subject to a universal definition. Various authors have emphasized
either the uiilitarian siudy of the plants themselves (Veilleux and King 1997), the
interaction of plants with the culture (Turner 1995) or the "totality of the place of plants
in a culture" (Ford quoted in Alcorn 1995).

Despite the controversy over its exact meaning, the practice itself has occurred for
thousands of years.

Davis (1995) notes that the observations of various explorers

throughout history, as well as studies by early academics, such as those of Dioscorides in
the first century, have al1 contributed to the growth and development of the discipline
over time. However, Turner (1995) points out that much of this early documentation is
incorrect or incomplete, especially in the case of explorers in North America. This was
because of the lack of language skills, their unfamiiiarity with the different types of
plants beins encountered. and the transient nature of the expiorers' stay in any one area.
Throughout the 20th century, modem ethnobotany has attempted to overcome
these limitations in a number of ways. Turner (1995) traces the way the field has
broadened its outlook from simple classification and nomenclature to include the study of
the perceived role of plants in cultures and ways in which they influence human

development. Recognition of the importance of language skills and scientific

methodology as emphasized by Hunn (1993) has gone a long way towards promoting the
acceptance of the discipline within the academic community. Turner (1995) notes that
ethnobotany is no longer a "sideline" of other anthropological work but is actually the
primary focus of many studies. She suggests that increasing cooperation between
botanists, linguists and anthropologists has also facilitated the move towards greater
accuracy and precision within the discipline. According to Alcorn (1995) modem
ethnobotany has the following aims:
1) to document Bcts about plant use and management
2) to detine, describe, and investigate ethnobotanical 'roles' and processes

Alcorn also notes that the use of plants in a culture is related to historical and
environmental factors, and that, in turn, plants help to give structure to the human
condition. Therefore, depending on the panicular intluences and surroundings of a
community, the approach to the use and understanding of plants will differ. This results
in the development of various systems of beliefs and management that could help in the
quest for sustainability and balanced resource use. Alcorn ( 19%) also stresses the
essential role ethnobotanical studies can play in docurnenting the negative results of some
development activities to assist policymakers in avoiding these impacts in the future.

In recent years, there has been increasing acceptance of the importance of
indigenous plant knowledge in helping to record new and alternative management
systems and methods for defining our interaction with the natural world. Various
attempts have been made to document the knowledge and beliefs of different cuitural
groups in order to access this body of information and ensure its availability to future
resource managers.

4.1.2 Contemporary Ethnobotanical Research

The second half of the twentieth century has seen an enormous growth in the
number of ethnobotanical studies. Societies around the world have been investigated to
determine new uses and beliefs conceming plants. These studies have helped to highlight
the various ways in which human beings view their surroundings and their place in the
worid.
Most ethnobotanical research bas shown that there are three major categones of
plant use: food, medicine. and materials. As well. in many cases, the knowledge and
practices concerning plants varies among different age groups and along gender lines. In
their study of plant use diversity in Gamboa, Brazil, Figuieredo et al. (1993) discovered
over ninety different plant species being utilized by the island people. They found that
the medicinal value of the plants was extremely important to the locals due to their
reliance upon traditional healing practices. They also noted the important role women
play in preparing herbal remedies and that individuais over the age of 40 seemed to have

a greater knowledge of the medicinal uses of plants than the younger people. Al1 of these
tàcts could be related back to the different cultural roles and attitudes of the comrnunity
A sirnilar study on a neighbouring Brazilian island by Begossi el cd. (1993)

confirmed the variation in plant knowledge based on gender and age. As well, they
showed that even though this panicular island had switched from a dependence on
agriculture to one on fishing, plants were ail1 extremely imponant to the diet and culture
of the local people.

The work of Canadian ethnobotanist Nancy Turner has helped to document the
significant role plants play in the culture and lifestyle of many indigenous groups in

British Columbia. Her work with the Thompson Indians (Turner et al. 1990) showed the
varying uses of plants in the diet, health and lifestyle of this group. In many cases, she
discovered that the natives take a more holistic attitude towards plant use and do not
cornmonly differentiate between their medicinal and nutritional values, possibly due to
the concept of preventative methods. The use of teas as food and medicine, and the
importance of plants in providing essential nuttients not available fiom animal food was
also noted in her later work on traditional native diets (Kunlein and Turner 1991;
Hopkinson rr trl. 1995).
Gottesfeld

( 19%)

analyzed bush medicine of the Wet'suwet'en in British

Columbia. The link between "foods" and "medicines" was also evident among this
group. Teas were the most common forms of medicinal preparations, and the bark and
roots of plants were the most utilized portions. Gottesfeld also noted threats to the
preservation of this knowledge due to the diminishing rate of cultural transmission.
Marles et cil. ( 1997) perforrned an ethnobotanical survey among native people of
the Nonhwest boreal forest region, which stretches across Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta.

The research involved Cree, Métis and Dene elders and examined their

nutritional, technical, and medicinal uses of various forest plants. The final report
contains a wealth of detail on the subject and helps io highlight the intense and diverse

use by native peoples of their traditional lands.
Depending on its desired use at the time, studies have shown that either the whole
plant is used or specific components like the stem, leaves, or flowers. Variations in the
type and parts of the plant used are also contingent upon the particular culture and
geographic region. The Thompson Indians tend to use whole plants and stems in their

medicinal remedies (Turner et al. 1990). In conirast, the woods Cree of Saskatchewan
show a high reliance upon the roots and rhizomes of plants for their medicines (Leighton
1985). Leighton also noticed that the same plant could have a variety of purposes to
different native groups, emphasizing the importance of culture in determining plant uses
and values to the society.
Siegfried (1994) perforrned a general survey of' traditional medicines of the
WabascdDesmarais Cree in Northern Canada, She found that roots and rhizomes were
the most important plant portions used and that the group showed similarities to the other
groups in their preference of teas as the rnethod of preparation. However, she also noted
that much of the knowledge used in the past by the WabascdDesmarais Cree had been
lost and that only a small group of individuals continued to practice the tradition.
Another study by Lamont (1977) of the Fisherrnan Lake Slave, a Northwest
Territories Athabascan group, shows similar trends in terms of the dependence on teas
and food for preventative medicine. Again, roots and rhizomes appear to be among the

most important plant pans used in their traditional remedies.
Cultural activities related to harvesting methods and seasons of plants have also
been documented. Turner (1997) pointed to the precise gathering practices of many BC
natives and their reliance upon ecological indicators to determine harvesting times and
resource abundance. The time and effort expended by the Woods Cree on plant gathering
is also noted by Lei~liton(1985). as well as the development of herbal specialists and
precise procedural details for plant gathering. Siegfried ( 1994) and Marles et al. (1997)
note the importance of rituals involving tobacco during medicinal plant collection by
their respective groups. Gottesfeld (1993) observed different procedures that should be

followed by each gender when it cornes to plant collection. In contrast to these groups,
the Fisherman Lake Slave of Lamont's (1977) study gather piants as needed and do not
emphasize drying or storage to the same extent.
In many cases. the care and consideration given to collecting plants relates to the

beliefs and attitudes that the particuiar society holds about them. In traditional societies,
plants often are associated with supernatural elements. The Hesquiat Indians of BC
believe that plants have souls and are able to speak. Their determination of plant uses
frequently originates from dreams or visions, and secrecy about the identity of plants
used in medicines is beiieved to be essential if effective remedies are to be achieved
(Turner and Efrat 1982). Leighton (1985) explains that the Woods Cree have precise
techniques associated with plants from the time of gathering to their end use. Again,
these procedures are reiated to their cultural beliefs, especially those concerning
medicinal plants. Gottesfeld (1993) observed that the Wet'suwet'en use some plants in
amulets to ward off il lness and disease. Turner ( 1997) noted the concept of "interactive
relationships" in indigenous societies. where the plant is believed to have the power to
influence the life of the person using it. Plants are also very prevalent in the myths and
stories of many of these cultural groups, which are also important ways of transmitting
beliefs and knowledge about the values of certain plants. As a result, it can be seen that
the role of plants in these traditionai societies is very different from their largely
inanimate character in the Western culture and belief system.
Around the world, there is an increasing recognition of the value and significance
of Iearning about the many different uses of plants and cultural attitudes towards them.
Even more than this, there is growing awareness of the threats to this knowledge and the

pressures that many traditional societies are undergoing. Montour (in Kuhnlein and
Turner 1991) identifies three threats contributing to the diminishing use of plants in
native societies: the loss of elders, the loss of culture, and the loss of healthy ecosystems.
Hopkinson et al. (1995) note the reduction in cultural knowledge due to the death of
elders from European disease epidemics, and the growth of modem technoiogy and
pharmaceuticals. The restriction of traditional land use patterns by the creation of
reserves, and the influence of residential schools on reducing the knowledge, practices,
and taste for traditional native foods are also discussed as threats to TEK. Turner (1995)
points to the impact of this forced assimilation on the loss of knowledge about the use of
plants in medicines as well. Zieba (1990) chronicles the effect of large hydroelectric
developments and community relocations on the cultural and medicinal beliefs of
Manitoba Cree.
The combined impact of these and other threats to traditional societies is resulting

in the destruction of much of the knowledge, beliefs and cultural attitudes that have
developed over thousands of years. Ethnobotanists are attempting not only to record this
information before it is lost forever. but also to acknowledge the importance of differing
cultures so that steps may be taken to help preserve them. However, Turner (1995)
stresses the importance of including the active participation of the traditional
cornmunities in these studies and the need to encourage the initiation of research
programs on ethnobotany by the aboriginal groups thernselves. In this way, the cultural
and scientitic value of the knowledge and practices of these groups will not only be
acknowledged b y the larger society, but will also be appreciated b y individuals belonging
to the pariicular culture in question.

Lt is hoped that the author's research will help to contribute to this process in

some way. However, it is first necessary to narrow the focus of the research even further
to concentrate on the medicinal aspect of ethnobotany, specifically the knowledge and
practice of bush medicine among the Innu.

4.2 Review of lnnu Bush Medicine
4.2.1 Academic Research on Medical Ethnobotany of the lnnu Culture
At the present time, no scholarly studies have been published pertaining to bush

medicine knowledge and practice of the Labrador Innu. tiowever, the work of Clément
( 1 990) with the related lnnu groups along the North Shore of Quebec gives some sense of

general cultural attitudes and custonis concerning bush medicine.
The Quebec tnnu still refer to ttiemselves by the French term Montagnais. They

live along the North Shore of the St. Lawrence River in twelve communities stretching
from La Romaine in the nonh to Pointe-Bleue in the south. However, as noted by
Mailhot in her studies ( 1986; 1997), territorial hunting patterns and marriages result in an
exchange of people between the di fferent fami iy groups and communities, including
mixing with the Labrador Innu. Therefore, many of the cultural practices are repeated in
different areas.
During his ethnobotanical study of the Mingan area, Clément (1990) tried to
determine the classitication of plants and habitat areas within the Montagnais culture. He
noted their bel iefs concerniny the appearance of plants on the Earth and their relationship
to the human and animal environment. Variations in some of the classification and
mythology were registered between communities and among different individuals of the

same community, as well as between men and women. Explanations and descriptions of
plant vegetative components were also recorded.
Although not concentrating specifically on bush medicine techniques, Clément's
work does provide some description of the uses and beliefs about plants in herbal
remedies. The types of plants used in medicine range from lichens to shmbs to trees, and
the panicular pans employed may include the bark, branches, leaves, or roots. In general,
however, Clément found that the Montagnais in the region relied heavily upon various
tree species in their herbal preparations, especially the bark and tips of the branches. The
principal tree species used include balsam fir (Abies balsamen), poplar (Popnlics
hoismflern), aspen (Popl~cs~lurnrrloides),white and black spruce (Picen gInicco and
Picecl rnc~rituICI). grey pi ne (Pitria ho/rksicrr rrr ), and cedar ( Thr* uccider idis).
During his investigation. Clément ( 1990) found that the knowledge of the
Montagnais concerning plant remedies for different ailments was extensive. They knew
various plants that could be used to deal with common cornplaints like sore throats,
headaches, fevers, coughs, diarrhea, and indigestion. In addition, they also distinguished
herbal treatments rhat are important for healing wounds, burns or cuts that may result
from accidents. In ail cases, however, it is the names of the plants themselves that are
identified for the panicular concoction in question and not a specific medicinal title. For
example, the common flu preparation involving willow bark does not have a different
name when it is used by the Montagnais for this purpose but is simply referred to as
"willow bark" and not "cold/flu rnedicine".
The Doctrine of Signatures, which States that a plant's physical appearance gives
clues to its medicinai use, was also found to play a role in ethnomedicine of the

Montagnais (Chevalier 1996; Clément 1990). The particular ailment in question can ofien
be related to the appearance of a certain type of plant used in the recovery process. Also,
the Montagnais often associate certain plant components or preparation procedures with
the particular body part af'fected by the malady. For example, fir resin excreted by the
tree is used to treat conditions involving bodily excretions such as blood or mucus
(Clément 1990).
Some tendency towards homeopathic beliefs was also noted, for example in
relation to the hot or cold state of the patient and the use of corresponding hot or cold
herbal compresses. In addition, certain plants are believed to help reheat the body, and
these are ofien used by the Montagnais in the form of hot teas or decoctions in order to
break a fever (Clément 1990). These inclinations are related to the homeopathic belief in
letting "li ke cure li ke" and encouraging bodil y actions rather t han suppressing them
(National Centre for Homeopathy 1999)

In general, Clément ( 1990) found that the taxonomy and classification system of
the Montagnais was largely based upon how the plants were used within the culture.
However. in the case of medicinal plants the system was found to be much more complex
and fragmented. Plants could be classified according to their use for a particular ailment
or according to other propenies including taste, structure, and even colour. As a result,
the close linkages that exist between the classification and use of plants and the cultural
interpretations of t he society in question are highlighted b y his study.

4.2.2 Previous Material on Bush Medicine Practices of the Labrador lnnu

Since no academic research along the lines of Clément's study has been carried
out specifically with the Labrador Innu, knowledge about their use of plants in healing
and beliefs concerning medicinal practices is limited. However, a workshop presentation

and a video compilation helped to give some preliminary idea of the importance and
scope of bush medicine used by the Innu.

In 199 1, several video interviews with knowledgeable elders in the communities
of Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit were carried out under the direction of Dr. Bernie Wiebe.
In these interviews. Dr. Wiebe discusses traditional healing beliefs and practices with the

elders and attempts to determine what impact Western medicine and the so-called
"Grenfell system" of visiting doctors had upon Innu medicine. H e found that lnnu
medicine consists of a range of elements including the use of plants, animals, rocks,
sweatlodges, bleeding, and pressure techniques. The videos also present some evidence
of ritual and spiritual techniques associated with some of these practices, for example the
design of a cross on top of the blood removed from a person. The relationship between
health and traditional foods was also explored in the interviews (Wiebe 199 1).
Unfonunately, many of the tapes are difficult to understand due to poor sound
quality. As well, most of the interviews were carried out in early spring when many of
the plants were still under snow. As a result. many of the specific herbal practices
referred to on the tapes cannot be relied upon as Dr. Wiebe usually attempted to identify
the particular plant by common name and description only.

Of course, accurate

translation by an lnnu person could help correct this problem, but again the poor sound
quality on some tapes could limit this process. Nevertheless, there is some information

on the tapes that is usehl in the context of the current study, as well as to Innu people
interested in learning about traditional practices. However, to the author's knowledge,
Dr. Wiebe did not publish his results in any written format and the videos remain the only
documentation of his work. They are available for viewing in the Innu Nation office in
Shes hatshiu.
At the Aboriginal Environmental Knowledge Workshop in Nonh West River,
Labrador, in August 1997, two elders, Pien and Lizette Penashue, discussed the use of
various plant remedies and preparation techniques. Both the outer and inner bark of
certain trees Iike larch (locally called juniper) are used in a decoction to treat coughs, to
speed the healing of wounds and abrasions, and also to prevent infection. As well, Pien
described the use of spruce boughs to treat colds and shivers in the wintenime. As a
result, the importance of trees and the dependence upon the bark and boughs noted in
Clément's study also seems to be prevalent among the Labrador Innu. However, other
pans of the trees are also beneficial, such as the resin from tir trees that is used to treat a

variety of ailments, including cuts and diarrhea.
The çender differences present in Montagnais communities in Quebec also seem
to be echoed in Labrador. The different cultural roles played by women result in a
concentration on pregnancy and c hild-rearing remedies, as discussed by Lizette Penashue
during the presentation and many of the women elders in the videos (Penashue and
Penashue 1998; Wiebe 199 1).

The use of prayers and specific collection procedures was also explained by the
Penashues as being important to the healing process. corresponding to the spiritual
aspects of traditional knowledge. In addition, they made scme reference to the need for

observation and practice on the land in order to ensure effective transmission of bush
medicine knowledge. This learning is ofien a lifelong process, as expressed by the
Penashues in reference to their own experience.
Unfortunately, changes in Innu lifestyle and land use are having significant
impacts on the exposure of young people to topics such as traditional medicines. In
addition, the increasing age of eiders who remember the methods and customs of the past
rneans that there is a great potential for this knowledge to be lost forever. Efforts to
document and preserve it for the Future must be taken immediately, as well as
investigation into alternative ways of passing bush medicine knowledge on to the
younger generation. The author's study was designed to contribute to both of these areas.
4.3 Traditional Bush Medicine of the Labrador lnnu

4.3.1Plant Remedies of the lnnu
During the summer research period, seventy-t hree plant specimens were

collected. Of t hese, fony-five specimens were identi fied as having medicinal value,
representing twenty-two species and twelve botanical families in all. [nnu names for ail
the plants collected by the author are shown in Appendix 1. Table I lists the families
represented by the medicinal specimens collected. Details on the medicinal species and
their particular uses are shown in Table 2.
In all, seventy-seven different remedies and medicinal techniques were discussed
with the author during her research period.

Despite the range of species and families

used in Innu medicine, funher analysis shows that certain species and families are much
more important than others. For example, thirty-eight of the remedies identified by lnnu
informants (49.4%) corne from just five species: white spruce (Picea ghca), balsam fir

Table 1. Species identified as having medicinal value grouped by family.

Conifers:
Cupressaceae
Pinaceae

I

1 Flowenng plants:
Betulaceae

Abies balsamea
Larix laricina
Picea giuzica
Pzcea marialta
Almrs incuna ssp. nigosa
Almis viridis ssp. crispa
Bettrla pnpyrijèrro

Empetraceae

Ericaceae

1

Rosaceae

Pncntis pensylvanicn
Sorbzis decora

Salicaceae

S d i x discc~
/or

Santalaceae

Geocmrlon lividrirn

Lichens:
Nephromataceae

Nephromn sp.

Mosses:
Pottiaceae

1

S p hagnaceae
CIub mosses:
Lycopodiaceae

1

Sphaprrm nrbsecitridiim
S'hug~ir r r n rvan~srwfli
Lycopodi~rmmimtimm

(Ables baisumea), larch (LnrÏx laricina), Labrador tea (Ledm groenlmdiicum), and the
dogberry tree (Sorbus decora). As well, certain families of plants are used much more

extensively than others. Thirty of the reponed remedies or 39.9% corne from the family

Pinaceae whilc only thirteen or 16.8% arc of the Ericaceae family despite the fact thrt

four species are used From eoch family. A breakdown of the percentage of remedies

fram each of the represented families is shown in Figure 4 and clearly demonstrates the
dominance of the Pinaceae farnily in Innu medicine.
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rtmedts

Mbcinal Plant
F a d i es

Pinaceae
Eriçaceae
Riosaceae
Sphagnaceae
a Betulaceae
Cupressaceae
Salicaceae
Pottiaceae
Ly copodiaceae
Santalaceae
Enipetraceae

Figure 4. Importance of virkw baanical fimilia in Innu m d k i i c

In addition to showing a prefaence for particder families and species, the Innu

also fàvor certain parts of the plants over others. The boughs of conifers and the laves
of other species are used in 40.3% of their medichal preparstiom. The use of the bark

tiom various species was the next most popular option and the whole plant was used
when t came to species such as Sphgnum and Lycopodim. Figure 5 highlights the most

popuiar parts of the plants used by the Innu for their traditional medicine.
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Examination of the preparation methods used for the various remedies also

showed some interesthg trends. When it cornes to treating the ill, the innu rely on teas

and poultices for the vast majority of their medicina1 concoctions. Of the seventy-three
known preparation teshniques, thirty-one or 42.5%con& of teas and another eighteen or
24.7% are poultices. A comprison of the Innu's reliance upon the different preparation

methods is shown in Figure 6.

Although Innu medicine is certainly more complex than the remedies disclosed to the
author during her summer research, informants offered no discussion of the possibility of
combining various plants in healing mixtures. The majority of Innu medicine shared with the
author concentrated on single plant remedies for the relief of common complaints such as
colds, skin injuries, and joint pain. As noted earlier, white spruce, larch. balsam fir, Labrador
tea, and the dogberry tree were the most prevalent species identified and were responsible for
49.4% of the remedies discussed. Among these £ive, white spruce and balsam Br were the

most dominant species with each one representing 10.4% of the remedies.

Larch and

dogberry came next with 9.1% each. followed by Labrador tea at 7.8 %. However, these raw
numbers can be misleading and Innu informants expressed their own viewpoints on the most
important species used. Not surprisingly, balsam fir was recognized as a very useful tree and
was mentioned quite often, especially by lnnu living in or originally from. Sheshatshiu. One
informant noted that the tree was "such a healef and said she would "have nothing else to use
for that medicine" if balsam tir was not available. She also explained that she had been using
the tree for a long time and "would not be very happy" if it was damaged by developrnent
activities (Interview K . Tape # 2 ) However. Utshimassit lnnu placed a greater emphasis on
medicine obtained from larch and categorized the tree as b'shirrshimaki~m~71
or "strong,
powerful medicine" (Interview # I , Tape # 3). The discussion of panridgeberries and their
exceptional effectiveness at soothing a baby's teething gums also highlights the difference
between a plant's perceived importance and its actual usage. This plant was mentioned by
almost every informant. despite this specific remedy being its only real contribution to Innu
medicine.

Therefore the importance of a species is related not only to the number of

medicinal applications it is used for but also how effective it is at healing. Specifics on the

use of al1 the plants identified and their preparation techniques, arranged by ailment, are
described in detail in the following sections.

Fltls, Colds, and Fe vers

Due to their cold and hostile environment, sicknesses of this type are among the most
comrnon for the Innu. Therefore, it is no surprise that a large portion of the traditional
medicine discussed was devoted to this topic.

The range of plants mentioned is also

indicative of the widespread nature of these types of ailments and the long-time
experirnentation with cures.
Conifers were rnentioned most frequently as being useful medicines to cure colds and
nu. Larch (Lnrix laricino), white spnice ( P i c m g l a ~ ~ c oblack
) . spnice (Piceo moriono), and

balsam tir (Ahies hcdomeo) were repeatediy emphasized as effective remedies. Almost al1
parts of the tree could be used, including the boughs (fshishrapokrr~at;shitai), inner bark
(nO~~âtsheshK'),
cones (~iashk>retrti),and resin @etshmtiik; pirshii). Teas or decoctions were

the most common preparation methods. AAer drinking any of the hot drinks, it is considered
important to stay warm in order to allow the medici nes to work properly (Interview # 1, Tape

#8).
Larch boughs are boiled and the resulting tea is used to relieve a sore throat or fever
(Interview # l , Tape #7). Tea from the boughs may also be used to restore the loss of appetite
thût may accompany some coids and nu. and it is also bel ieved to be a general bodil y cleanser
for sickness (Interview # 1, Tape # 3).
A mixture containing boiled white spnice cones, seal fat and water can be used to treat

pneumonia (kcrshipiskal ernkrrshinatshi) (Interview #l,
Tape #7). The inner bark of the tree is

also a useful rernedy for a dry cough or extremely sore throat (Interview #l, Tape #7;
Interview # 1, Tape # 6). In addition, it acts as an expectorant and helps to remove mucus and
phlegm from the lungs. The inner bark is chewed like gum and then spat out after use.
Several informants mentioned the importance of spitting the bark out, as the remedy is
considered strong medicine and should nor be swallowed (Interview # 1, Tape # 6; Interview
# 1, Tape # 7).

Black spruce boughs are made into a tea that is used to cure coughs, colds, and chest
pain (Interview #2. Tape #2; Interview # 1. Tape # 7).
Tea made from boiled balsam fir boughs is also used by the Innu to relieve cold
symptoms. The inner bark is boiled for the same reason and also to alleviate cold shivers
(Interview #2. Tape #2). Hot

fit

resin can be used to cure colds and pneumonia as well by

looseninç chest congestion and phlegm.

l t is

applied to a piece of paper or a clean cloth and

placed on the person's chest. However, if the patient is a small child or baby it is important to
carefùlly monitor their reaction. As soon as it is possible to smell the resin on the baby's
breath the cloth must be removed. Adults who wish to leave the remedy on for a couple of

days may do so by lighting the resin first with a match and letting it bum for several seconds
betore applying (Interview # 1, Tape # 6, Interview # 1, Tape # 8).

In addition to conifer trees, various shmbs and other plants were also mentioned as
being useful treatments for cold and fevers. Juniper twigs (hnipems commtinis) can help
relieve flu by being made into a tea simi lar to those of the conifers (Interview # 1, Tape # 4).
Labrador tea (Lrdurn grue~dandicirm)is also effective in this capacit y for curing sore throats,
colds, or flu. The leaves may be chewed fresh, or boiied and made into tea (Interview # I,
Tape # 5). The hot leaves may also be applied directly to the throat as a poultice (Interview

# l , Tape #3). One informant also identified chewing bog laure1 flowers (Kalmia polifilia) as

an effective way to cure colds or a sore throat (Interview # i , Tape # 3).
Some berries were also said to be especially helpful for alleviating the pain of a sore
throat. Simply eating partndgeberries ( Vaccinium vitis-idaea) or dogbemes (Sorbus decorn)
can help to bnng relief (Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 4). Dogberries can
also be boiled into a juice that the person dnnks for the same purpose.
Other parts of the dogberry tree were also identified as being useful in this capacity.
The leaves can be made into a tea usehl for coughs, or a person can chew on a small twiç of
the tree (Interview # 1, Tape # 7). In addition, a decoction made of the bark acts as an
expectorant when swallowed and removes yellow mucus and phlegrn from the lungs
(Interview # 1, Tape # 4).
Willow (Solix di.scolor) is an another important plant For treating coughs and colds.
The leaves are boiled and the mixture is gargled three times a day to help with a cough or sore
throat (Interview # 1. Tape # 7; Interview # 1, Tape #8). The Innu also recognize the familiar
preparation involving willow bark. The white inner bark is scraped off the plant and boiled
until it turns into a dark molasses-like mixture. This is allowed to cool and is then applied on
a paper or cloth to the person's chest For three or four days in order to treat colds or
pneumonia (Interview # 1 , Tape # 4; Interview X I , Tape # 8). Several informants also
mentioned the potential For using the leaves and branches of green alder (Alnzrs viririis ssp.
crispa) in the same way (Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 4).

Ciits, Burns, ut~dSkin Irriiations

The possibility of sustaining cuts and burns through their traditional activities was also
a fact of life to the Innu and many techniques were discussed for how to deal with these
problems. Again, the four conifers mentioned in the previous section played an important
role in the remedies mentioned to the author. Various mosses and lichens were also
frequently identified as good options for the treatment of these conditions.
Larch twigs are cut up into pieces about four centimetres long and the outer bark is
removed to reveal the sticky insides. These are then boiled in water, crushed, and applied
directly to a cut or burn or rnixed with some water or lard (Interview # 1. Tape #5; interview #
1, Tape 3 6; Interview # 1, Tape # 7; Interview # 1, Tape # 8). This preparation is especially

useful for healing burns on children and for preventing cuts or scrapes from becoming
infected. Skin boils are treated using the boiled inner bark of the tree wrapped in cloth and
applied to the affected area (Interview it 1, Tape # 3).
The resin €rom several conifers, including white spruce, black spnice, and balsam fir
can be applied directly to sores or cuts to stop bleeding and prevent infection (Interview # 1,
Tape # 3; Interview # 1. Tape # 6). The inncr bark of white spruce is also useful and is applied
directly to a cut to stop bleeding (Interview # 1, Tape # 6). Fir resin can also be made into
"Band-Aid" like strips to help stop bleedins and speed healing of cuts and wounds. The resin
is boiied in water and allowed to cool sliçhtly. Small strips of the cooled resin are cut and

nibbed between the hands untii they have the consistency of toffee. The strips are then cut
into squares, applied to the cut, and lefi on for several days to ensure proper healing
(Interview # 2, Tape # 8).

Two types of peat moss, Sphagtmm

371bsec7mhrn

and Sphagzirrn ~vcrr,istorfii,were

consistently mentioned as effective cures for skin boils (Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview #
1, Tape # 4). The rnosses are boiled in water and applied as a wet poultice to the area. Hairy

screw moss (TorMa ruralis) was also said to be a potential substitute for peat moss, although
it was not considered to be as effective.
Stiff ciubmoss (Lycopodiirn a n m t i m ) was also identified as being a usefùl
treatment for healing cuts and wounds. The whole plant is heated with a bit of butter or lard
and then ground up into a mixture that is wrapped in cloth and applied as a poultice. The leaf
lichen Nephromo was used in a çimilar way for bums (Interview # 1, Tape # 8).
The leaves and stem of the tiny snowberry plant (Goidtheria hispidtlln) were also said
to be useful medicines. The leaves are boiled and applied as a poultice to help with stubborn
wounds that are not healing properly (Interview # 1 , Tape # 7; Interview # 1, Tape # 8). One
informant also alluded to the use of the plants' stem as a treatment for eczema ( Interview # 1,
Tape # 5).

J o h f or Mirscie P o h I

~

f md Ciradatory
l
Disorders

Innu informants also discussed a variety of methods for treating arthritis, muscle
strains, and inflammations. Most of the remedies were in the form of hot poultices or
compresses.
Teas prepared from the boiled branches of larch, balsam fir, white spruce, or pin
cherry are useful remedies for relieving the pain of aching joints and muscles (Interview #2,
Tape #2; Interview # 1, Tape # 6). Alternativdy, the twigs and needles of either larch or
white spnice may be boiled and ground up for use in a poultice to soothe sore knees and other

swellings and inflammations (Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 7; Interview # 1,
Tape # 8). The poultice is reheated and reapplied as needed.
Bark from the dogbeny tree is boiled and used in a compress to relieve general aches
and pains of the body, including headaches (Interview # I , Tape # 4). A tea from the boiled

leaves was also mentioned as being usefùl for people experiencing heart pain (Interview # 1,
Tape # 7; Interview # I, Tape # 8).
Various smaller plants are also effective in relieving these conditions. Labrador tea
leaves, black crowberry roots, and Nonhern comandra stem may al1 be boiled and used in
poultices on any pan of the body experiencing pain (Interview # 1, Tape # 6; Interview # 1,
Tape # 7; Interview # 1. Tape # 8).
Mosses such as Sphagmrn sirbsenrrdrrm, Sphapum w m ~ s i o r j i i ,and to a lesser
are al1 useful as hot compresses for joint pain (Interview # 1, Tape #
extent, Tortirla t-~~r.c~Iis,
3 ) . S. \vnrir.srotjfii and 7: ~-rrr.a/i.s
are especially usehl in relieving the pain of arthritis, while
S. s~ihsecr~ral~irrt
was said to excei at the treatment of high blood pressure (Interview # 1, Tape
# 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 8).

Gcrsrroirrtrstitml Disor * d m

Innu medicine also includes remedies to treat such common ailments as stomach
cranips, nausea, and diarrhea (shogo~e).
The liquid tiom the boiled cones of white spruce is used to treat stomach upset and
induce vomiting. Immature black spruce cones may also be used. They are boiled and
mashed and then eaten to induce vomiting and relieve nausea and loss of appetite (Intewiew #
1, Tape # 7). They are also helpful in treating constipation (Interview # 1, Tape # 3). An

alternative method used for nausea is to drink the liquid of boiled black spruce cones
(Interview # 1, Tape # 6).
Teas made from various plants can also be helpfiil in calming stomach pain and upset.
Either the boughs or inner bark of the fir tree rnay be used to bring relief (Interview #2, Tape
#2). Another rernedy is a tea made from boiled Labrador tea leaves (Interview # 1, Tape # 7).

Two remedies for diarrhea were also mentioned. A mild case may be cured by boiling

juniper twigs and drinking the tea that results (Interview # 1, Tape # 4). For a more severe or
long-term case, the inner bark of white birch (Betriia pnpynfera) is used. It is scraped off the
tree, cut up and boiled into a soothiny tea (Interview # 1, Tape # 6; Interview # I , Tape # 7;
Interview # 1, Tape # 7; Interview # I,Tape # 8).

Eye, Enr. or hiorrth Prohims
Severai remedies were discussed for dealing with problems of this kind.
Snowblindness and other forms of eye pain rnay be relieved with the use of white spruce. The
boughs are boiled and may be used in a poultice to brhg relief (Interview # l , Tape # 3).
Another method is to place a towel over the head and use the boiling water containing the
boughs as a steam bath (Interview #3, Tape #2).
Mouth sores or blisters are first drained with a needle and then a warm mashed
mixture of partridgeberries ( C 'clccit~innivitiv-idam) is app 1ied to the affected area to bring
relief (Interview X 1, Tape #7). This is especially good for teething babies (Interview # 1,
Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 4; Interview # 1, Tape # 6). Another technique is to apply

one of the fir resin "Band-Aids" described earlier (Interview # 2, Tape # 8).

Hygienic probiems of the mouth (Le. bad breath) can be avened by chewing on the
leaves or berries of the snowberry plant (Interview # 1, Tape # 8).
Sore ears can be relieved through the use of Sphugnzrrn warnsfofli (Interview # 1,
Tape # 4).

Llri~~ary
Problems
Three plants were discussed as ways of alleviating urinary problerns. AH of the
remedies involved the use of a hot tea. Juniper twigs and berries can be boiled into tea, as
well as the leaves of the Labrador tea plant (Interview # 1, Tape # 4; Interview # 1, Tape # 7).
Stiff clubmoss (Lycopodirimcr~~~w~inirrn)
may also be used by boiling it first For 1-2 hours and
then drinking the resuiting liquid three times (Interview # 1, Tape #3).

Pregmcy mrd Childcnre

Various techniques were identified, mostly by female informants, for assisting with
chiidbirth and infant care. The bark of willow can be boiied into a tea to help induce a
difticult labour (Interview # 1, Tape # 5). Afier the child has been born, a tea from the bark or
leaves of speckled alder (Alniru i~~cana
ssp. nrrgoscr) is used to relieve any pain or soreness the
mother may be feeling (Interview # 1, Tape # 7).
During the first months of infant development, several specific remedies are used to
treat various conditions. The partrid~eberriesfor teething discussed earlier are a well-known

remedy still in use today (Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 7; Interview # 2,
Tape # 8). Sphagmm warm~orjiiwas also mentioned as being usehl in treating a baby's
cough, although the specific preparation rnethod was not discussed (Interview # 1, Tape # 4).

Diaper rash is relieved using rotten spruce wood (Interview # 1, Tape # 3).

Diapers

themselves could be made using Sphnpnim warnstorfii moss (Interview # 1, Tape # 3).

Mental and Psychological Problems

The pin cherry plant was specifically mentioned as being useful for relieving stress or
depression. A tea made from the leaves rnay be used for this purpose (Interview # 2, Tape #
8). Even the simple act of canying around the bright red berries of the plant was thought to

have beneficial impacts on a person's mental nate ('interview # 1, Tape # 7).
4.3.2 Other Medicinal Techniques of the lnnu

Although plant use was the primary focus of the author's summer research, the lnnu
do not restnct themselves to plants for their traditional medicines. Animals and rocks are also

used, as well as various healing techniques. However, none of these practices were directly
observed, which limits the author's understanding. Nevenheless, brief outlines are given

below.
Seal (bt.sh,rkfi)is used to help relieve stomachache. The fat is heated until it melts and
then allowed to cool. Ingesting a spoonful will get rid of the stomach pain (Interview # 1,
Tape # 5).

Caribou

(dais very useful for treating infected cuts and wounds (Interview # 2,

Tape # 8). An inside ponion of the caribou penis is applied to the infected area (Interview #
1, Tape # 6).

Beaver (nmisK) is a very powertùl medicine. Among other things, it is helpful in
curing infected boils and cuts and may also be used to induce labour in a pregnant woman
(Interview # 1, Tape # 2; Interview # 1, Tape # 6; Interview # 2, Tape # 8). A portion

identified as the beaver's testicles (uishinm~-amishK';possibly castoreum) was said to be the
most usehl part.
Another important animal in Innu medicine is the otter (nitshtfP). It is very useful for
cunng sore, achy, or runny ears, especially in children (Interview # 2, Tape # 8). Two parts of
the otter's body may be used, the scrotum or the tail fat. An inside portion of the scrotum
may be applied directly to the child's ear, or fat from the tail can be heated up on the stove
until it becomes a liquid (Interview # 1, Tape # 5; Interview # 1 Tape # 6). This liquid is then
cooled and a few drops are placed in the ear.
Feces from a young male child was also mentioned as being a useful medicine. A
small amount is applied to a sore tooth to cure a toothache. In the past, it was also applied to

areas of the body where a person was experiencing "cancer" pain

(mcoiiliîsh)

in order to

relieve the person's suffering (Interview # 1, Tape # 7).
Rocks are also used in Innu medicine. A flat type of rock (ah~apassimaun)is useful
for relieving various aches and pains. It is heated on the stove, wrapped up in a cloth, and
applied to the painhl area. This is especially useful for curing toothaches or stornachaches
(Interview # 1. Tape # 6; Interview # 1. Tape # 7).

ln addition to the use of specific plants or animais, Innu informants discussed other
techniques and methods that could be used to promote and improve health. One of the male
informants was experienced in the process of bloodletting in order to relieve pressure and cure
illness. He also discussed the important role o f the sweat lodge in improving spiritual and
physical well-being and characterized it as their form of a "clinic" and noted that it was
"really strong, powefil" (Interview # 1, Tape # 2). Another informant also mentioned the
significant use of the sweat lodge in traditional medicine, especially by hunten (Interview # 2,

Tape # 8). The author also noted the continuing reliance upon the sweat lodge by Innu people
during her stay in the two communities, although she was not invited to participate herself.
Several informants referred to the role that diet and exercise played in promoting the
health of the Innu people. They attributed the Innu's strength and fitness in the past to the
combination of daily exercise and good food sources such as caribou (Interview # 1, Tape #
5). The loss of their nomadic lifestyle and the ingestion of store bought foods were cited as

reasons for the poor health and disease problems prevalent in the communities today
(Interview # 2, Tape # 8).
4.4 lnnu Medicine in Context
4.4.1 Differences Among the lnnu of Labrador

The research gathered over the summer shows some differences that exist between the
two communities in t e n s of the knowledge and ernphasis placed on various components of
Innu medicine. Of course, the most obvious contrast is in terms of the names used for some
of the plant species shown in Table 2. In some cases, the name given for the same plant was
vastly different depending on whether Utshimassit or Sheshatshiu informants were used, for
example sheshetuV or i~meshhitfor black spwce. Many of the plant names in Sheshatshiu
appear to be closely related to those given by Clément (1990) for the Innu along the Quebec
North Shore. This is probably due to the closer proximity of Sheshatshiu residents to the area,

as well as their greater exposure to lnnu from these areas through social travel networks. The
relative isolation of Utshimassit residents in northern Labrador would result in fewer chances
for them to adopt Sheshatshiu plant names or vice versa.

Of course some of the narning variations could also be reflecting more basic
differences in terms of classification categories. Species not used by Innu of a particular

community could end up becoming underdifferentiated in the teminology and naming
systems of that group. On the other hand, extensive use or knowledge of the varieties of one
species could result in overdifferentiation. Some tendency towards either of these two
possibilities was noted over the summer in terms of various flowers given the narne amunipisha (literally "food of the bee") as well as certain shmbs with the generic name s h a h .

An example of overdifferentiation appeared to exist in terms of Sphagr~timwnrr~storfii,when

two specimens were recognized as different types based in part on their colour and habitat
(Interview # 1, Tape # 3; Interview # 1, Tape # 8). As well, different life stages of the same
plant (for example Gaziltheria hispidiln with and without bemes) were also ciassified
independently of each other (Interview # 1, Tape # 8). Unfonunately, in the latter case the
author's lack of language skills prevented her from being able to determine the exact
difference as the two names were very close (the version appearing in Table 1 and Appendix
1 is the name given by several informants and the one that appears in the Iiterature). Despite

these indications of various classification differences among the Innu, the author's limited
time period and lack of real ethnoclassification skills prevented her from examining the
possibility further.
Sorne variation between the communities also existed in terms of the use and value
given for specific plants. For example, Empetrirrn i~igmtnand Nephroma, both of which were
considered to have no medicinal use by a group of elders in Utshimassit, had specific uses
assigned to them by Sheshatshiu informants. On the other hand, elders in Sheshatshiu did not
identiQ some of the applications of various trees to healing techniques rnentioned by the
Utshimassit Innu.

The reason for these distinctions may be twofold. It is possible, and

indeed probable, that not al1 of the knowledge held by a panicular eider was shared with the

author during interviews and field surveys. The vast amounts of information held by some of
these elders would probably mean that a discussion on one plant alone could last for hours. In
light of this, the elders had a perfect right to limit the techniques and uses identified.
In addition, however, is the very real likelihood that knowledge of Innu medicine is as
varied and diverse as the individuals themselves. This is especially relevant in light of the
need for direct experience and observation of medicinal techniques outlined in the
transmission section. Random chance and exposure to rare sicknesses would result in some
eiders having greater knowledge than others. The possibility of experimentation with various
plants on the pan of individuals to determine their medicinal uses could also result in greater
or lesser experience and knowledge among the informants.
There also appear to be some differences among the two communities in terms of the
value associated with some of the most important medicinal species. For example, although
al1 of the conifer trees were considered very useful medicines, Utshimassit lnnu appear to
place a greater importance on the larch, while Sheshatshiu lnnu refer quite frequently to the
value placed upon the balsam fir tree. The reason for these differences may be partly cultural
but may also have an underlying bioloçical basis. For instance, balsam tir is not as abundant
in the nonhern areas of Labrador. Thetefore, it would not be as available for medicinal use

and this could result in the Utshimassit Innu placing a greater emphasis on other tree species
like larch that are more plentiful in their area.
The gender differences noted by Clément (1990) among the Quebec Innu also appear
to exist in Labrador.

Most of the informants regarded women as being the rnost

knowledgeable about medicinal techniques. Of course, the fernale interview bias discussed
earlier certainly may play a role in this observation. Nevenheless, during one interview, a

fernale informant identified a remedy for labour pain that was unknown to her husband (also a
knowledgeable informant). As a result, some tendency towards these gender variations can be
seen at least when it cornes to the topic of pregnancy and childbirth.
4.4.2 Cross Canada Cornparisons

The Innu medicine findings documented over the summer show both similarities and

ditferences with native groups across the country.

Of course, the most significant

cornparisons can be drawn between the Labrador lnnu and the Montagnais of the Quebec
North Shore. The common cultural background and social interaction between these two
groups have resulted in medicinal practices that are almost identical in nature. The range in
plant types and pans that Clément (1990) identifies among the Quebec Innu is also relevant to
Labrador. Although the exact species used differ somewhat due to biological diversity and
climate, the inclusion of everything from trees to lichens rernains the same. As well, an
identical preference for using the boughs of conifer trees such as fir and spruce can be seen
among the two groups. Clément's work also shows evidence of women being the most
knowledgeable informants regarding species and techniques in Innu medicine, and the results
of the author's research would seem to asree.
Other groups related to the Innu, such as the Algonquin natives of southern Quebec
and Ontario, also show distinct similarities in terms of their medicinal techniques and
practices (Vogel 1970; Black 1973).

There is a comparable dependence upon species like

balsam fir, Labrador tea, and willow, and the use of plant portions such as the resin and the
inner bark is also common.

Of course the specific environments inhabited by the various

groups result in differences in the exact techniques and remedies used. Black (1973) also
points to the fact that European settlers rnay have had an influence on the native medicine of

those groups they came in contact with.

Nevertheless, she notes that the degree of

relationship between two different native groups can be reflected in their similar or differing
use of the same plant species.
As one rnoves tùnher West however, the differences becorne clearer.

Although

several of the more common uses of various plants, especially conifers, are similar to those
discussed by Leighton ( 1985), Zieba ( 1990) and Marles et al. (1997) for the Prairie Provinces,
there are many distinctions in terms of factors such as healing and gathering techniques. For
example, the ritualistic use of iobacco during plant collection that is reponed by these authors

does not seem to apply to the Innu. The author questioned informants on this topic and was
told that there were no specific rites associated with plant gathering. In the words of one
informant "it's there. it's available, and [we] take it." (Interview # 1 ,Tape # 2). As well, the
autlior observed lnnu eiders during tield surveys and did not notice any particular techniques
associated with plant removal. Of course, it is possible that there are other significant
ceremonies or beliefs associated with the lnnu healing process that were not shared.
Differences were also noted in regards to when exactly plants are gathered for
medicines. With the exception of some species li ke Labrador tea, the lnnu appear to collect
plants €rom the field at the exact time they are needed and do not emphasizc medicinal storage
to the same degree as other native groups. The preservation and collection of important
medicinal species is very important in sorne sections of the country. For example, Russell
Willier, a Woods Cree healer in Northern Alberta, maintains a collection of dried medicinal
plants at his home and makes a point of gathering species as his supply gets low. He has even
attempted to grow imponant plants in his backyard so he will have immediate access to thern.
Cultural and spiritual eleinents are also associated with the storage and preservation of various

species, as in the case of the medicinal healing bundles that are passed on through families
(Young et al. 1989). Leighton (1985) also notes that the Saskatchewan Cree obtain some
important species not availabie in their area through trading networks.
In contrast, lnnu informants stated that medicinal plants are gathered as needed and
are not usually stored for future use. The only exception described was during past winters
when Labrador tea was gathered, dried, and transported with them as they traveled, mainly
due to the difficulty associated with finding the plant in deep snow (Interview 1, Tape #2).
This lack of emphasis on medicinal plant storage is also reflected in a study of the Fisherman

Lake Slave of the Nonhwest Territories (Lamont 1 977).
The types of plants being used in medicinal preparations also Vary across the country.

Leighton (1985) identifies forbs as contributing to the rnajority of remedies employed by the
Saskatchewan Woods Cree, while. as already noted, Innu medicine in both Labrador and
Quebec relies heavily on various tree species, especially conifers. Different tree and shrubs
play a large role in the traditional medicine of the Wet'suwet'en people on the northwest Coast

of British Columbia (Gonesfeld 1993).
in addition to differences in the types of plants used, there are also distinctions in the
plant pans relied upon for medicinai remedies. As discussed previously, the Innu depend
heavily upon conifer branches and the leaves of other species in their preparations. This is in
contrast to Leighton's

( 1985)

discussion of the importance of roots and stems to the

Saskatchewan Cree. Roots and rhizomes were also described as being very important in the
medicine of' the Wet'suwet'en, the Fisherman Lake Slave, and the WabascdDesmarais Cree
(Gottesfeld 1993; Lamont 1977; Siegfried 1994). The study by Turner el al. (1 990)of the
Thompson Indians in British Columbia also showed significant differences from the Innu.

Although their dependence upon leaves and branches is similar, the Thornpson Indians also
show a predisposition to the use of roots and "other underground parts" for 18% of their
remedies. According to the author's research, Innu use of roots for medicine is almost
insignificant at only 1%. This could relate to the Fact that roots in Labrador can be buried
under snow or frozen in the hard ground for up to eight rnonths of the year. As a result, they
are not the most dependable source of medicine for the Innu and this could be why their use is
limited. On the other hand, medicinal roots was not specifically investigated dunng this
research and their use may be more frequent among the Innu than is reported here. In any
case. climate and geography still appear to have had a strong influence on the development of
native medicine among the different groups.
When it comes to preparation methods and techniques, however. there are similarities
across the country. Most of the studies discussed identified teas are the principal form of
healing treatment for their native group (Gottesfeld 1993; Lamont 1977; Leighton 1985;

Siegfried 1994). This was also the case for the Innu, both in this study and that of Clément
( 1990). As a result, the interactive roie of "foods" as "medicines7' is highlighted in native

belief systems throughout Canada.
Culture also plays a role in the process and there are some reports that cross-cultural
exchanges are occurring. One Iiinu elder discussed the use of sweet grass and healing circles
that was presently occurring in the communities and stated that this had not been a part of
Innu traditions in the past. She believed that the participation of individuals in treatment

pragrams eisewhere in Canada was resulting in the adoption of these techniques by some Innu
people (Interview if 2, Tape # 8).

As avenues for cultural interaction and communication

increase, more examples of the exchange and adoption of various healing practices and beliefs

may occur and lead to an increase in these types of similarities. However, the geography and
specific beiiefs of each group will continue to play a role and influence the healing process.
4.4.3 Cuvent and Future Significance of lnnu Medicine

Changes in their lifestyle and activities over the past few decades have had a major
impact on the health and well being of many Innu. One informant in particular went into great
detail about the changes that have occurred in her health and lifestyle (Interview 2, Tape #a).
She believed that the main reason for the decline in her health could be attributed to the lack
of activity and changes in diet that she had experienced when she settled in the community.
I grew up in the country with my parents. My father, he was a
hunting man, not a business man.
My parents, they taught me
everything... l learned from them.[. . . ] even the medicines.. .al1 kinds of
medicines that Innu use, plants, animais.[. . . ] That's what 1 learned.. .and
some people are still using it.[. . . ] And we want to teach Our kids our ways,
Lnnu ways, lnnu culture. We don? want to lose it.[ ...] We had good
healthy food, animals and berries. That's al1 we would eat before. And
now we have al1 kinds of disease, especially diabetes. Because we don?
know very much about the food in the stores. We buy everything, you
know, especially junk food. Before we never ate junk food. When I was
growing up 1 never saw pop and chips and chocolate and candy. I never ate
it before. But today, 1 am a diabetic. Idon? know where that came from,
diabetes, and 1 don? understand it very much. Sometimes I feel bad, 1 never
did before. When I had healthy food, Iwasn't sick. 1 never even had a bad
cold or flu. 1 never had it before when I was in the country. But today, I've
got so many diseases. I have all kinds, stress. you know. I'm just sick, sick
in here (tcips chest) sick at work and at home.. .
A long time ago, and ['m talking about my greatgrandfather...they would travel everywhere in Quebec or in Labrador.
They traveled, they never stayed, even in the summertime. And they never
talked about syphilis, that disease. It's just when they got old people
would die. And sometimes accidents, like drowning. ..1 didn't see that, 1
can't remember that, that's my great-grandfather's story. The way I was,
like I said before, 1 was bom in the county.....We never stayed long here
in Sheshatshiu. Only two months then we'd go again. We were always
moving, every day, just like exercise. We were very busy, we were doing
al1 the things that our parents were doing. Because that's the way I learned
€rom them.[ ...] Today we're using the plane. 1 don't feel like l'm in the
country hey? 1 feel like a sports hunter. I have four kids. They're al1
"

grown up now. They don't know rny culture. Even some of tliem donTt
eat what I ate when 1 was young. The animals, the caribou and fish, the
~ t h e animals
r
that I ate. My grandchildren, they're lost. But 1' rn not lost.
1 still remember every day. 1 can remember."

The above quote helps to highlight the devastating changes the loss of a traditional lifestyle
can have upon a person and her family.
Another informant also stated her view that the lack of traditional beliefs and activity
were resulting in poor health among Lnnu people (as narrated by translater):
". . . when

she was young they never stopped. They'd go from dawn till dusk. Nobody

walks anyrnore. that's why people are so sick. Also they don't respect the animals They
leave (caribou) bones lyinç around. They're not doing anything. 1 said she must have been
poor and she laughed at me. She said they weren't poor, they were rich because they were
healthy" (Interview # 1, Tape #5).
In general, informants who maintained close tiês to their traditional way of life and

diet seemed to be in better health than those who did not. Several informants mentioned the
fact that they did not consider themselves to be as healthy or as happy as they were when they
spent most of their time in ~~irrshimit.
meaning "on the land". A renewal in the practice of

Innu medicine and other land-based practices would increase a person's activity level and
could lead to an improvement in their overall health.
However, many eiders interviewed during the summer noted that the use and
knowledge of traditional medicine among Innu in the communities were quickly disappearing.
Most people now rely upon the local health clinics stafT'ed with Western doctors and nurses to
cure their ills. It was considered "easier" and more "feasible" just to go down to the clinic if a
person was sick (Interview #3, Tape # I ). However, several of the elders stated that they
returned to using the traditional forms of medicine anytime they found the doctor's

prescriptions to be ineffective (Interview # 1, Tape # 6; Interview # 1, Tape # 2). Unless this
knowledge continues to be passed on, however, the option is not poing to be available to
future generation s of Innu.
The effort that is required in terms of gathering and preparing traditional plant
remedies is also a factor, and many of the elders themselves admitted to being "too lazy" to
put the exertion into the process that they had in previous years (Interview # 3, Tape # 1;
Interview # 1, Tape # 5). The increasing age and failing health of older Innu is resulting in an
inability on their part to maintain their traditional practices. In other sections of the country,
young apprentices are trained who assist the eiders in the task of plant gathering (Young et of.

1989). However, this does not seem to be occumng to the same extent among the lnnu.

Young people have been cut off from traditional ways of life and beliefs and are noi
knowledgeable about the types of plants used in Innu medicine. As a result, elders are not
able to praaice their medicine to the same extent, nor are they able to pass on their knowledge
to these young people so that the tradition may continue.
There are also threats to the plants themselves. Innu elders are noticing that the
medicines are "not as strong" as they were in the past. The impact of pollution from industry
and development activities is believed to be weakening the plants and contributing to a
decrease in the effectiveness of their traditional remedies (Interview #2, Tape #8). This
perception could result in a decline in the use of these plants and an overall reduction in the
practice of Innu medicine.

The dominance of community clinics, the lack of traditional lifestyles, and the risk of
poliuted plants are al1 contributing to bring about the death of bush medicine.

If drastic

action is not taken on these fronts soon, the future of Innu medicine seems grim indeed.

4.5 lnnu Knowledge Transmission and the Educational System
4.5.1 Historical Transmission of Bush Medicine Knowledge

Five elders. four women and one man, were interviewed regarding the methods and
techniques by which they first learned about Innu inedicine (see Appendix 3). In al1 cases, the
primary teachers were their parents and grandparents, especially mothers and grandmothers.
In addition, family gatherings during different times of the year also gave rise to opportunities

to leam fiom extended relatives. Women were cited as the most fiequent teachers, however, a
Fernale informant mentioned learning from her father as well, and the male informant stated
he had leamed some of his knowledp from both genders (Interview # 1, Tape # 2; Interview

# I,Tape#6).

Direct observation of the actions and techniques of family members was the way al1 of
the elders interviewed first began to learn about bush medicine. The close quarters of the
tents used in country travel permitted children to observe and emulate the actions of adults
most of the tirne. As well, whenever anyone in the tent came down with a cold or other type
of sickness, the chiidren were able to witness the specific treatment used tirsthand. In this

way, they familiarized themselves with what types of plants, animals or healing techniques
were used for various aiiments (Interview # 1, Tape # 5; Interview # 2, Tape # 8; Interview #
1. Tape # 6; Interview # 1, Tape # 2).

Later on in adolescence or young adulthood, they began to learn the preparation
techniques of the specific remedies. These included information on gathering methods,
boiling times and other pertinent facts on the topic. At first, they would assist their mother or
grandmother in preparing and treating the sick person. The next step would be to attempt the

entire task themselves with assistance if required. Of course. some people were pushed in this
direction faster than others out of necessity, as in the case of one elder who remembers having
to make a remedy to treat her brother's cut leg while their parents were away (Interview # 1,
Tape # 5). Although some elders could not remember the exact age at which they prepared
their first medicine, the consensus seems to be at around fifieen or sixteen years of age.

The nature of Innu travel and social organization meant that parents and extended
family often remained wit h their children even after marriage. This had positive implications
for medicinal knowledge transmission due to the observational pattern of learning involved.

Direct experience with a task was so important, in f'act, that one elder stated during the
interview that he would only discuss the medicines he had actuaily seen used as to do
anything else would be "lying" (Interview # I , Tape # 2).

By having continued access to

their parents' and grandparents' experience, younger people were able to improve and add to
the information they possessed and build up a wealth of knowledge on the topic. However, as

the Penashues noted in their presentation, learning Innu medicine is a life-long process and it
is doubtfùl any one person is a source of al1 the knowledge that exists (Penashue and
Penashue 1998).
4.5.2 lmproving Knowledge Transmission Through the Educational Systern

The fact that many Innu do not travel out on the land to the extent that they did in the
past is probably the greatest threat to bush medicine knowledge and preservation for the
future. Eiders discussed the reluctance among many families in the community to voyage into
s

i

n

Obviously, this has geai implications For a knowledge system based upon

observation and learning by doing on the land. As noied in one interview on the topic:
"People donTtgo in the country often now, and they don? aay in the country ofien. That's

why children can't learn, hey? Some children don't even want to go in the country."

(Interview # 1, Tape # 7). If lnnu bush rnedicine and other forms of traditional knowledge are
to remain a valuable part of the culture, alternative ways must be found for ensuring
interaction and communication between elders and young people in the cornmunities.
The educational system is one area where that discussion and exposure to traditional

practices can be facilitated. Indeed, some young people are already showing an interest in the
topic as evidenced by the Heritage Fair project submitted by two Grade Five students at the
Peenamin McKenzie School in Sheshatshiu. This project discusses the life of Innu people in
the country and includes a number of medicinal practices used by the Innu during their traveis
(Ashini and Rich 1998). In addition, two Innu teachers at the school were interviewed and
acknowledged that there were students interested in learning about traditional lifestyles and
lnnu culture (Interview Y 1. Tape i#1 . Interview # 2 , Tape # 8) However. one of the teachers

expressed the view that oider students would not be as open to the subject because they were
only interested in learning skills and subjects that could get them a job in the workforce
(Interview # 2, Tape # 8).
The elders interviewed over the summer were of the opinion that lnnu medicine can
and should be taught in the schools. They believed that this was one of the ways to avoid

losing this knowledge forever and they had a number of recommendations for how the lessons
should be structured (Interview # 3, Tape # 1; Interview # 1, Tape # 2; Interview # 1, Tape #
5).

First of all, the majority of the elders expressed a willingness to be guest speakers in
the classroom and introduce students to the topic. Although the interest of younpr people
was acknowledged, most elders expressed a preference for actively working with older

students around 14-15 years of age. lt was believed that students of this age group would
have a greater attention span and capacity for leaming the knowledge than their younger
colleagues (Interview # 1, Tape # 2; Interview # 1, Tape # 5; Interview # 1, Tape # 8).
In accordarice with their own method of instruction, the elders stated that they would

then want to take the students out on the land and show thern the difierent plants and animals
using in healing. These field trips would be a usefùl method for exposing the students to
resource harvesting and help to place the knowledge in context (Interview # 1, Tape # 2;
lnterview # 1. Tape fi 5; Interview X 1, Tape # 6).
Student surveillance and assistance with the preparation methods for the various
remedies would also be important in order to stress the observation and personal experience
aspects of the topic. The paniculars of plant gathering and storage techniques, as well as
boiling time and dosage amounts could also be taught

at

this tirne (Interview # 1, Tape # 5;

Interview # 1, Tape # 8).
As noted in several interviews, however, simply being dropped on the land and

remaining in one area for a shon time is not considered adequate for the purposes of teaching
young people and letting them tmly experience lnnu culture (Interview # 1, Tape # 5;
Interview # 2, Tape # 8). Longer trips and expeditions to rmtshimit would be required in order
to ensure that students were able to grasp the complex nature of the subject and its value to
lnnu in the past. In addition, these extended field trips would help to give young Innu an
appreciation for their land and way of Iife and hopefùlly stimulate some action on their pari
towards its Future preservation.

In the absence of these tieid trips, school workshops on the topic of traditional Innu
medicine could help to bring together elders and young people.

They couid improve

communication between the two groups and also facilitate the exchange of knowledge
between interested students and knowledgeable elders. In this way, some students might be
intrigued enough to pursue the subject outside of school. To that end, Innu Nation should also
look into the possibility of organizing annual Heritage Fairs in each cornrnunity that would
serve to highlight Innu traditions and act as a focal point for young people wishing to leam
about their culture.
While the oral tradition inherent in Innu culture is extremely important and should not
be forgotten, there is also a need for books and other written materials in order to ensure that

traditions like bush medicine survive. The rapid rate at which the knowledge and experience
of elders is being lost requires immediate action. Although remaining true to the oral heritage

of the Innu people would be preferable, it is essential that this wisdom and teaching be
recorded in some form. By writing this information down and incorporating it into the school
curriculum, a permanent record will exist that can later be retumed to by lnnu people
interested in the topic of traditional medicine. The "Plant Medicine of the Innu" technical
report produced by the author for this research should be used by teachers and students as an
initial source of written material. Of course many of the subtle techniques and skills will be
lost through this method so preference should be given to encouraginy communication and
knowledge transmission directly frorn elders to young people via the field trips and

workshops already discussed.
Investigation should also be carried out into the possibility of students receiving
school credit for courses on topics related to Innu culture. The author recalls being required
to take a course entitled "Newfoundland Culture" during her years as a high school student in
the Province. There have been Cree culture programs in lames Bay, Quebec. for more than

20 years (Berkes pers. comm. 1999~).Consequently, there would seem to be no reason why

similar courses could not be developed and approved that prornotes the culture and traditions
of the Innu people. In this way, students could receive the knowledge and training they desire

in various Innu traditions while remaining in a school setting. Courses such as this could be

especially beneficial in permitting students to take pan in cultural activities, such as the spring
duck hunt, that would normally be curtailed by their academic obligations.
There is also some suppon for these locally designed courses at a higher levei in
Newfoundland politics. The 1 992 Royal Commission of Inquiry into the educational system
of Newfoundland and Labrador came up with several recommendations that would seem to
suppon this strategy (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 1992). First of all. it
proposed that individual schools and school boards should play a greater role in the
development of local curriculum for their students.

In addition. it recommended that

curriculum should be adapted to suit the learning styles of Innu and Inuit children in order to
allow for improved knowledge transmission.

Finally, the Commission advocated the

establishment of a Native Curriculum Committee made up of students, teachers, and
educational specialists to develop and deliver local curricula suited to the needs and interests
of Labrador native children. Alt hough not al1 of these recommendations have been accepted
or acted upon, they still provide teachers and parents in the communities of Sheshatshiu and
Utshimassit with an initial bargaininy position and a measure of support for their initiatives.
Another alternative would be for the Innu to attain complete control and jurisdiction
over their community schools. In this way, they would be free to institute a school structure
that would be sensitive to Innu concerns and values and reflect Innu priorities on the teaching
of their children. The Innu are currently negotiating with the government towards achieving

this end, however, little progress has been made thus far. In the meantime, it is imperative
that the Innu explore alternative techniques, such as those discussed above, in order to allow
traditional values and knowledge on topics such as bush medicine to be passed on to their
chi ldren.

In order to observe and practice this leaming, however, it is necessary to have access
to a healthy ecosystem that will provide the plant materials. The importance of the land for
teaching and as the source of medicines was emphasized by the Penashues and cited as an
important reason why the Innu are ofien protestins industrial developrnents. The close
relationship between the land and the lnnu people means that they are not only attempting to
protect a certain river or forest stand, but also an integrai and important pan of their heritage.
However, their protests have not slowed down the rate of industrial development in the
region. The second half of the 2 0 ' ~century has seen the increasing encroachment of largescale industries into the Labrador wilderness. The impact of hydro-electric developments, low
level flying and mining activities have al1 influenced the ability of the Innu to use their

traditional land base. This in turn has serious repercussions for the cultural stability of the
lnnu and their capacity to transmit traditional knowledge about the land and bush medicine
techniques. It also diminishes their ability to escape from the pressures of the modem world
and return to rrrrtshirnit to heal themselves and renew their beliefs. The outcorne of this is
increased cultural disintegration and the loss of much of their traditional knowledge.

In an effort to combat these pressures and ensure the existence of a healthy land base
that can be used by future generations for knowledge and cultural transmission, the Innu are
now demanding to be given a voice in the decision-making processes that affect them. Among
the most important of these processes is that of environmental impact assessment.

PLATES
1 . Plant Name:

Scientific Name:
Parts Used:

innushit (Utshimassit)
ittncr'sh~(Sheshatshiu)
balsam fir
Abies balsameu (L.) P. MiIl.
boughs (~shishtapakticnar
;shitat)
i nner bar k (uânu~shesW)
saplresin @etshZiutzik; pitshu)

Medicinal Use:
The boughs and inner bark are used to relieve colds, stornachaches, and sore legs. The sap
or resin is used to prevent infection in cuts and skin sores. When heated, it may be used to
hel p cure colds and pneumonia (kashipiska etah~shinatshi).
2. Pltint Name:

(Utshimassit)
t k m r (Shes hatshiu)
Labrador tea
Lrdiim ~urrrkr~dicitm
Oeder
Ieaves

mikirla

Scientific Name:
Parts Used:
Medicinal Use:
The leaves may be used boiled or fresh to treat a variety of ailments including stomach
pain, sore throat, colds and Ru. urinary difficulties, or muscle pain.
3. Plant Names:

Scientific Name:
Parts Used:

tri.shcitshirnir~tkashi
mountain cranberry; panridgeberry; redberries
C'crccirlirrrt~vitis-rdclea L.
berries (rnirm)

Medicinal Ose:
The berries are especially useful for relieving mouth and gum problems, including
blisters, sores, and teething gums. They may also be used to treat a sore throat.
(Excerpts from report prepared for lnnu Nation entitled "Plant Medicine of the Innu", 1998)

-

Robert R. Trvlor

PLATES
Involving Innu people in the research, such as the two translatorsltield assistants pictured
here, was a particularly important aspect of the IMU Ecological Knowledge Project.
Elders such as this wornan, who maintain traditional ties to the land and their way of life,
are a valuable resource to anyone interested in learning about Innu knowledge of bush
medicine.
Interaction between elders and scientists can help facilitate knowledge exchange, respect,
and cooperation. Here, Innu elders meet with Voisey's Bay Nickel Company fisheries

technicians during their visit to the mine site.

The familiarization and education of elders and comrnunity residents about development
activities and technology is essential for them to be able to use their traditional knowledge
to predict project impacts. These elders were given a brief overview of the procedure
involved in drilling nickel cores while visiting the area.
Photos: Tracey Inkpen

Chapter 5: lntegrating TEK in Environmental Impact Assessrnent
Since the creation of EIA in the 1970s, the goal of including the knowledge of native
elders and resource users in the process has been the subject of discussion and debate. A
number of Panel reviews have attempted to include traditional knowledge wit h varying levels
of success. In the following pages, a brief overview of the theory of including TEK in EIA
will be presented. Next. four case studies of some of the more prominent attempts at
integrating the two knowledge systems will be presented before turning to an examination of
the Voisey's Bay EIA and the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project in particular.

5.1 Theory and Practice
5.1.1 Rationale and Theory of lncluding TEK in EIA

Various aut hors have discussed the need to incorporate TEK in environmental
assessrnent from a nurnber of perspectives. These range from arguments about the ability of

TEK to provide baseline data in northem regions to the need for the &II-fledged incorporation
of the needs and values of aboriginal peoples in the decision-making processes that affect
them.

lnglis ( 1 998) highlights the results of several international conferences, including the
Brundtland Report and the Rio Summit. that have emphasized the responsibility of nations to
preserve the traditional knowledge of their indigenous peoples and its value in resource
management and decision processes. Article 8j of the Convention on Biological Divenity
states that countries should:

natiw~cri Iegi~~iu~iot~,
rt.pecL, preserve ami rnairrrai,~
krio\vlrdgr, irimwatiom- ar~d pructices of Nidigemiis und fucd
communities emboeing traditional fflestyies relevani for the
conservation and st~stainableuse of biodiwrsity und promote their
wider application with the approvnl and involvement of the kolders of
such knowledge, innovations and practîces and etmurage the
equitable sharing of the iirilization of such &nowledge, ï~~novations
and
"Slhject

LU

proctices. " (emphasis added) (Canadian Biodiversity Working Group)
Applying traditional ecological knowledge and practices to the field of environmental impact

assessment would seem to be a natural step towards fùlfilling Canada's obligations under this
agreement.
On a national level. the decision handed down by the Supreme Coun of Canada (1997)

in the Delgmi~itkw W. Brirish C'oltrmhio ruling also has ramifications for the field of
environmental assessment and land use. Justice J. McLachlin staies in the ruling that:
the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and aboriginal people
may be satistied by the involvement of aboriginal peoples in decisions
taken with respect to their lands. There is always a duty of'consultation
and. in most cases, the duty will be significrntly deeper thrn mere
consultation." (emphasis added)
". . .

However, there are also more practical reasons for including aboriginal people and
their knowledge in impact assessrnent. Many authors and scientists have recognized the
important contribution TEK can rnake to improving the understanding of pre-existing
conditions in an area. Sallenave (1 994) notes the important role hunters, eiders and oiher
resource users can play in the collection and documentation of baseline data. He cites
researchers such as Nakashima and Freeman who have found that involving knowledgeable
aboriginal people as researchers ofien results in a reduction ir! the tirne and finances required
for these studies. In addition, Sallenave emphasizes the need to consult with aboriginal

people in the identification of' the Valued Ecosystern Components (VECs) to be examined
during the assessment in order to ensure that al1 significant concems are included.
Stevenson ( 1W6),however, cautions against a danger that exists in documenting TEK
for baseline studies. He notes the possibility for government and developers to take the

traditional knowledge out of context or misinterpret it in a way that may actually harm
aboriginal peoples. As well, he highlights the fact that the ecoiogical knowledge of native
peoples, far from being merely rooted in the past, is "contextual, dynamic, and forever being
revised". As a result, attempts to gather and document TEK for a panicular project will not
reflect the changing knowledge and understanding of aboriginal peoples over time and, as a
result, would be of limited use in future assessments. Instead, Stevenson argues that the
documentation of native concerns and values related to resource use and development should
be of primary concern to people wishing to include indigenous knowledge in environmental
assessment.
One of the limitations of' many EIAs that has corne under increasing criticism is the
exclusion of social or cultural impacts in the assessment of a project or development
(Sallenave 1994; Nikiforuk 1997). Sallenave notes that this "reductionist" viewpoint is
inappropriately appiied to the more holistic aboriginal outlook.

ln many nonhern

communities, there is a fundamental relationship between people and their environment that
cannot be divided easily. Environmental assessment in these areas must take this relationship
into account, and the traditional knowledge of indigenous people in these comrnunities can be
of extreme importance in identifying the linkages that exist (Sallenave 1994).
There is also the issue of exactly how this knowledge should be included and what
aspects of aboriginal peoples' experience can and should be considered. Stevenson (1 996)

outlines the varying cornponents that make up the total knowledge base of indigenous people,
including elernents of traditional and nontraditional knowledge. Related to these different
elements of aboriginal understanding are varying levels of incorporation of this knowledge
within decision-making processes. Stevenson goes on to describe four levels for
encompassing indigenous knowledge in the assessment process, ranging from inclusion of
only the basic facts native people have about their environment, al1 the way to considering the
entire extent of their knowledge and the context and worldview involved. Figure 7 outlines
these four levels and their contributing elements as well as the interrelationships that are
involved. Stevenson observes that no environmental assessment or CO-managementprocess

has evolved beyond the second level, and very few even make it past the first.
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Figure 7. The four levels of including indigenoufi knowledge in environmental
impact awusament and management protmscs (fmm Stevenson 1996,
reproduced with permission).

The question of how exactly TEK and indigenous knowledge should be researched
and documented is another cause for debate. Johannes (1993) outlines four essential
perspectives that must be considered in any research attempting to document TEK for
inclusion in environmental assessment or other resource planning decisions. The first element
is taxonomic, that is. researchers rnust be familiar with the local names for various species.
Secondly, a spatial perspective must be included, either through mapping or geographical
information systems (GIS) analysis, in order to situate indigenous knowledge in the

topographie area under discussion. Temporal factors are also essential to document changes
in the area during various seasons and time periods. This would be especially relevant to

biological events such as breeding and migration. Finally, a social perspective must be
included in the research in order to examine the way that indigenous peoples perceive and
utilize their natural environment. This final element is especially relevant in light of the close
relationship between indigenous people and their environment discussed earlier.
Stevenson (1996) proposes a different outline for how aboriginal people and their
knowledge should be included in the assessment process. He describes three phases that
should be followed in order to ensure that the concerns, values, and knowledge of native
peoples are adequately reflected in the end product. The first phase involves native people
having input on the identification of valued ecosystem components through community
consultation and direct communication with the developer. Next. partnerships should be
formed between the developer and community representatives in order to discuss ways to
mitigate project impacts on the VECs and share decision-making power. Finally, aboriginal
people should be involved in the long-term monitoring and assessment of the project's

activities in order to ensure that the concems and issues important to them continue to be
addressed. Stevenson notes that aboriginal people are especially well suited to serve in this
final capacity as their ecological knowledge and experiences from the past can help to
determine whether a perceived change in environmental conditions is related to project
impacts or natural variation.
A report for the Canadian International Developrnent Agency and Environment

Canada (Emery 1997) developed a set of guidelines for industry, government and aboriginal
peoples attempting to include traditional knowledge in environmental assessment. It outlines
specific steps for each group to follow in order to ensure participation and improve
cooperation and teamwork during the process. The main recommendations are based on
irnproving communication and inutual respect between the parties in order to establish a
process that is rewarding and beneficial for ail. However, the guidelines have yet to be tested

in a practical sense to see if they will work in real world situations (Emery 1997).
Despite evidence on the value and justification for incorporating TEK in
environmental assessment there remain criticisms and concems related to the process.
Sallenave (1994) notes the perceptual differences that may arise between what aboriginal
people and developers consider a "significant" impact, as weii as the need for difficult social

and political policy changes in order to provide for TEK'S inclusion in the assessment
process. Behavioural conflicts of a personal or historical nature that exist between native
groups and developers may also result in uncooperative and uncommunicative relationships
that can li mit the inclusion of aboriginal knowledge in the process @orcey quoted in Mitchell
1997; VBNC November 13, 1998). The attitudes and prejudices of govemment officiais and
scientists toward TEK have also been highlighted as being a source of friction and conflict

between the two sides (Johannes 1993; Sallenave 1994; Stevenson 1996). Finally, the
spiritual and behavioural components of indigenous knowledge have also been emphasized as
reasons why TEK should not be used in the rational and secular procedure of policy and
polit ka1 decision-making (Howard and Widdowson 1996).
Regardless of these criticisms, however, more and more environmental assessment
Panels are attempting to include aboriginal knowledge and concerns in the process. These
efforts range from requiring the developer to include traditional knowledge in their evaluation

of the project's impacts to faciiitating the presentation of aboriginal interests and
considerations to the Panel. In the next section, four case studies will be discussed and
examined in order to demonstrate the various successes and faitures of these endeavours.
5.1.2 Theory in Practice: Case Studies of TEK in Environmental Assessrnent

.i he Berger h q i i r t y
In 1974, Justice Thomas Berger began an investigation into the proposed MacKenzie
Valley Pipeline Project. The project aimed to construct an 1 100 kilometre long natural gas
pipeline stretching from Alaska across the Yukon to the MacKenzie Delta, through Alberta to
the cities in the North American rnid-continent. This was the first environmental assessment
performed in the Nonh and the first to include the voices and concerns of aboriginal peoples

(Nikiforuk 1997). At the time, however. there were few rules or regulations governing the
process of EA and Justice Berger was, to a large extent, fiee to cany out the process as he saw
fit.

In designing the inquiry he decided that if his report was to adequately reflect the

concems and interests of the Nonh it was essential that he hear from those people who would

be rnost directly affected by the project: the Inuit, Métis and Dene peoples who depended on
the land for their way of life (Berger 1988).

During the next three years, Berger visited al1 35 communities that would be impacted
by the project and heard the testimony of over one thousand witnesses.

He listened to

scientists and other "experts", to business people and to govemrnent oficials, almost al1 of
whom were telling him of the huge economic and social benefits to be realized from the
project. In addition, however, he heard the eloquent testimony from native elders and hunters,

fiom men and women concerned about the real impacts of this project upon the land and their
communities (Berger 1988).
Throughout the process, Justice Berger was struck by the di fferent viewpoints held
between southern scientists and bureaucrats who saw the pipeline project as a way to bring
progress and development to the Nonhern wilderness, and those of the aboriginal people who
called this land home and saw this project and others like

it

as a real threat to their survival.

The three year journey gave Berger a chance to discover the sights and sounds of the area for
himself and corne to his own understanding of the Nonh and its peoples (Berger 1988). In the
end, he recommended against construction of the project, especially in sensitive areas li ke the

Northem Yukon where important caribou calving grounds existed. ln addition, he advised
government to settle land daims in the region in order to allow the native peoples to attain
greater control over the area they called home (Berger 1988; Niki fonik 1997).
Much more than a simple Panel report, Berger's account had a great impact on the
viewpoints and attitudes of southem Canadians and was "the means by which the nation
examined the b u r e of the Nonh and of its peoples" (Berger 1988). It is still recognized as a
mode1 of excellence among environmental assessments and critics note that the
"government.. .has yet to establish a coherent process that duplicates the spirit or integnty of
Berger's public review" (Nikiforuk L 997).

The Assessmenr ojMilitary F@ig Activities in Labrador and Qicebec

In July, 1986, a seven-person Panel was appointed to consider a proposa1 by the
Department of National Defence (DND) to make changes to itç military flight patterns in
areas of Labrador and Quebec. The assessment was in response to the upcoming termination
of the Multinational Memorandum of Understanding (MMOU) between Canada and its Allies
in 1996. Specifically. DND wished to more than double the number of low-level flights from
7000 to n maximum of 15,000 per year. The Panel's mandate was to examine the impacts of

flying on the natural environment and public health and its socioeconomic effects on
cornmunit ies and resource harvesting activities (CEAA 1995).
During public consultations, there were significant differences of opinion noted by the
Panel between those people who directly benefited From the project activities and those who
did not. Many aboriginal groups were strongly opposed to the flight activities as they existed
at the time and felt that the noise levels were having significant impacts upon the land and

wildlife in the region. They repeatedly urged the Panel to require Further investigation and
study of the issue. However, the Panel decided to cary on with the assessment process in
spite of the fact that it meant they would have to rely mainly upon surmise and conjecture
about what the noise effects might be. This decision by the Panel was met with outrage by
many aboriginal people and resulted in several native groups in the area officially

withdrawing from the public hearings held in 1994 (CEAA 1995; Innu Nation Task Force on
Mining Activities 1996;Innu Nation 1998).
In 1995, after almost ten years of exarnining the issues, the EIA Panel tabled its
report. In the document, the Panel noted that the traditional land base of aboriginal groups like

the Innu has been reduced and negatively affected by previous actions such as the
construction of the Smallwood Reservoir and the Trans Labrador highway (CEAA 1995). In
addition, they remarked that the noise and invasion from the military jets are having fùrther
impacts on hunting and land use activities. The EA report acknowledged the fact that many
native people, especially children, are reluctant to retum to the land due to their fear of being
overflown by these supersonic machines. It observed this could have serious consequences for
the use of traditional land, as well as for the social systems of exchange and temtorial
integrity that are at the hean of native cultures in the area. The contribution of harvesting
activities to the health and well-being of aboriginal peoples and the important role this land
use plays in transmitting knowledge to the young was also recognized by the Panel.

It stated

that there was a "significant cultural and religious importance associated with the use of the
land thai is unquantifiable in monetary terms" (CEAA 1995).
Despite these admissions, however, the Panel recommended an ir~creasein the number
of flights by military jets (CEAA 1995). This decision ignores any application of the
'precautionary principle' to the process as well as the testimony of many aboriginal hunters
who stated the negative impacts they had noticed. The withdrawal of several native groups
from the public hearings largely weighted the testimony heard by the Panel in favour of those
who benefited from the project's activities, a fact that was noted by the Panel but not

remedied (CEAA 1995). In effect, the concems and knowledge of aboriginal peoples were
largely ignored in the Panel's final decision, despite the potential impacts of the project. The
result of this whole process has been a legacy of increased distrust, anger and despair among
native peoples such as the Innu (Innu Nation Task Force on Mining Activities 1996). In the

end, the Environmental Assessment of Military Activities in Labrador and Quebec was

considered by the aboriginal groups as being incomplete, biased, and lacking in integrity. It
reflected badly on both the assessment process itself and the characters of the Panel that
tabled the report and the Federal government that chose to accept it.

The North Centrai Project

The Nonh Central Project was designed to fulfill the growing electricity needs of nine
aboriginal communities in Northern Manitoba. These communities had first received diesel
generated electricity in the 1960's but a growth in the population and the number of new
buildings had increased the demand to the point where new supply alternatives became
necessary (Manitoba Hydro 1993). The dnving forces behind initial discussions of the project
were the communities and it was only fair that their concerns and viewpoints be included once
the process was in motion. Unfonunately, they were left out of the original discussions
between government and Manitoba Hydro and had little chance to influence the proposal
development ( Federal-Provincial Environmental Assessment Panel 1 992). In Ianuary 1992,
the Provincial government and Manitoba Hydro, acting without community consultation,
agreed on the construction of a 520 kilometre transmission line that would connect the
communities to the provincial electricity grid. Initially, it seemed as though the North Central
project would simply be another example of aboriginal people and local communities being
informed of government and industry decisions after the fact.
Al1 that changed with the appointment of the Environmental Assessrnent Panel in
February of 1992. First of ail, the membership of the Panel itself was very unique. For the
first time in Canada, the rnajority of the Panel members were aboriginal. As well, it was the
first time that the Chairperson of an EIA Panel had been a native (Federal-Provincial

Environmental Assessment Panel 1993). The familianty of the Panel with the customs and
language of the local people went a long way towards establishing trust and respect between
its members and the communities.
However. the most imponant aspect of the Nonh Central EIA was the emphasis
placed upon the participation of people frorn the project communities. The establishment of
the Guiding Principles set out by the Panel at their first meeting stressed the fact that the
process would set a high level for public involvement (Federal-Provincial Environmental
Assessment Panel 1993). By recognizing community and cultural concerns and having the
assessrnent stages based in the northern communities, the Panel allowed the native people
who would be directly impacted by the project activity to participate in a meaningful and
substantial way. As well, the final principle stated that the Panel would place just as much
importance on the process of the assessrnent and the interactions of the various parties as upon
the tinal written report. Again, this reflected the high level of public invoivement desired and
allowed trust and relationship building to develop as part of the environmental assessment
process (Federal-Provincial Environmental Assessment Panel 1993).
Pior to development of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Guidelines, the
Panel felt it was prudent to consult with people in the nine communities in order to receive
their input and hear their concerns. In order for this consultation to be effective, however, it

was necessary that the people be informed about the North Central project and the
environmental review process itself With this in mind, individuals were contacted in each of
the communities to serve as liaison workers for the Panel.

They were responsible for

distributing information to local leaders and other residents to ensure that an adequate
knowledge base existed in the communities to allow them to grasp the significance and

potential impacts of the project and express their concerns to the Panel. Several months after
beginning this process, the Panel visited each of the communities and met with local leaders
and residents to hear their concems about the potential environmental, social, and economic
impacts of the North Central project (Federal-Provincial Environmental Assessment Panel
1993).
Following these meetings, the Panel developed the Guidelines for what would be
included in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) produced by Manitoba Hydro. By
communicating directly with the local people and incorporating their concerns and views into
the Guidelines document, the Panel was able to ensure that the EIS would focus on those
issues of interest to community residents (Federal-Provincial Environmental Assessment
Panel 1993). Ln fact, these issues ended up being significantly different from those initially
identified by Hydro ernployees, emphasizing the usefulness and need for public involvement
in al1 stages of the process (Henley 1999).

The EIS was released by Manitoba Hydro in April 1993. Unfortunately, it did not
Follow the high standards set by the Panel in including native concerns and knowledge. Gaps

in data on the baseline environment had led Manitoba Hydro to attempt to f i I l in the
information with traditional ecologicai knowledge of the community residents.

Several

community workshops had been initiated in an attempt to document TEK and report the
findings to Manitoba Hydro for use in the EIS (Manitoba Hydro 1993). However, the
proprîetary nature of this knowledge as well as the initial mistrust that existed between the
parties meant that these efforts were largely unsuccessful. In any case, the EIS seemed to
depend mainly on scientific studies for its conclusions even in cases where it disagreed with

TEK, for example in the predicted impacts on moose and deer populations (Manitoba Hydro
1993; Elders Response to Fur,Fenrhers and TransmissionLines Report 1995)

Following the public release of the EIS, community liaison workers were again
involved in notiQing and educating residents. Public hearings were held in each of the nine
communities and the high participation rate made it evident that the workers had done their
job well (Federal-Provincial Environmental Assessrnent Panel 1993). Most of the presenters
were either fiom community leadership organizations or were elders. There was a lack of
young people and women attending the hearings and this raised some concerns among Panel
members that their viewpoints were not heard and addressed durhg the process (FederaiProvincial Environmental Assessrnent Panel 1993).

However, the Cornrnunity Liaison

Cornmittees recommended by the Panel to monitor project impacts helped to rectiS, this
initial lack of involvement by requiring representation by women and youth (Henley 1999).
The Nonh Central ELA process is a testament to the benefits of involving affected

communities early in the process. In tàct, the efforts of the Nonh Central Panel to receive
community input went beyond EA requirements and set a new standard for public
participation. As well, by mediating and assisting in the interaction and communicaticn of the
various players, the Panel helped to ensure that relationship building and trust grew during the
process instead of beiny damaged by it. This in tum had beneficiai repercussions for the
environment, as communities were able to express their concerns about particularly sensitive
local areas directly to Hydro employees, who then changed the transmission route to avoid
t hose areas (Manitoba Hydro 1996b). As well, the cooperation dunng the EIA process also

helped ensure positive interaction between the various groups during the monitoring activities

(Manitoba Hydro 1996a). In the end, it was this spirit of inclusion, cooperation, and
communication that guaranteed the overall success of the project.

The NWT Dinmond Mine
In December, 1994, a Panel was appointed to review the proposal by Broken Hill
Proprietary Ltd. (BHP), an Australian company, to deveiop open-pit and underground miiiing
for five diamond-bearing kimberlite pipes in the Lac de Gras region of the Nonhwest
Territories. This area is located approximately 300 kilometres from Yellowknife and is
subject to overlapping land daims from various native groups (CEAA 1996; Wismer 1996).
Many observers have noted the existence of huge economic and political pressure to
allow the project to proceed. Berkes ( 1999b) suggests that ihis atmosphere resulted in a
Federal strategy to ensure the quick and timely approval of the mine with a minimum of
conflict. This strategy included community consultations, largely token in nature, and the
appointments of an aboriginal person and an environmentalist to the assessrnent Panel. In this
way, the government could be seen as promoting the integrity of the process, despite the fact

that it allowed permits and licenses to be granted for mine construction before the assessrnent
was even complete (Berkes 1999b;O'Reilly 1996).
Scoping hearings for the project were held in ten communities during a two month
period in early 1995. Following these hearings, the Panel developed guidelines for the EIS
that, among other things, required BHP to give "full and equal consideration" to traditional
knowledge in its study of project impacts ( C . W 1996). A scant two months later, in July,
1995, the company submitted the EIS to the Panel for public review. The short time frarne
involved raises questions regarding the seriousness of BHP's agreement to incorporate native

knowledge. In fact, CARC ( 1 996) States that 'Traditional knowledge research tindings were
limited to an overview of the literature, interviews with some of BHP's own aboriginal
employees, and preliminary issues identified by aboriginal organizations." As a result, most
people agree that the Company failed in this important requirement.
Public hearings on the EIS and its contents were held in early 1996. However, the fact
that the complete EIS was only available in English meant that it could not be assessed or
studied by many elders or hunters in the communities. Even for those people who could read
the repon, the summer release date meant that they were probably out of the communities at
the time and upon returning had a very limited period in which to review the document
(Wismer 1996). The rushed nature of many of the public hearings and the whole assessment
process in general was criticized by many participants, including BHP oficials, who felt it did
not allow for adequate discussion and contemplation of the issues (Berkes 1999b; CARC
1996; Wismer 1996).

Despite these concerns, the Panel carried on with the process and submitted its repon
and recommendations in June. The general nature of the recommendations and the Panel's
decision to ignore the significance of important Factors such as land claims and cumulative
impacts resuited in a high level of disappointment and anger among native groups and
environmental organizations (CARC 1996). Some groups were so disillusioned with the
whole process that they seriously considered the idea of initiating coun litigation to resolve
their concerns (OYReilly1996). Many concluded that the assessment of the project had been
"neither rigorous. comprehensive, nor fair" (CARC 1996), and that the lack of adequate
funding for the review had resulted in a "nished and incomplete" process (Berkes 1999b).

Once again, the BHP assessment had repeated the dismal tale of money and manipulation
coming ahead of environmental or native concerns.
Fortunately, the story did not end there. M e r reviewing the Panel report, the Minister
of Indian AfEairs and Northern Development decided that a conditional approval would be
granted to the company, subject to a 60 day period during which "satisfactory progress" on
several issues had to occur. These issues included the negotiation of an Environmental
Agreement between the company, government, and aboriginal groups, and the arrangement of
impact and benefit agreements ( B A S ) between the company and affected native groups
(O'Reilly 1996). Although the short time frame allowed by the Minister lefi many groups
scrambling for resources, in the end the deadline helped to Focus discussions and led to
finalization and agreement between most panies (CIRL 1997). Aboriginal peoples were
invoived in designing the environmental agreement and also made recommendations to the
Technical Advisory Comm ittee (TAC) of the Nonhwest Territories Water Board regarding
the water license acquired by the company. Many aboriginal groups expressed the view that
the pressure to seale these issues at the outset may have prevented legal or protest action from
occumng in the future. In addition, the Canadian Institute of Resources Law (1997) noted in
its examination that the BHP review shifted the debate on consultation versus participation of
affected groups in important decisions strongly towards the scenario of direct participation.

However, they point out that most parties were more satisfied with the end result of the whole
affair rather than the EA process itself. In essence, as O'Reilly (1996) States, the beneficial
aspects of aboriginal participation and multi-stakeholder agreement that developed had been
accomplished "despite the environmental assessment process" and not because of it.

5.2 The lnnu Ecologicsl Knowledge Project

The discussion will now tum to the Voisey's Bay environmental assessrnent and the
attempt to include traditional knowledge through the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project, in
which the author participated.
5.2.1 Background and Development of the Project

The guidelines of the Voisey's Bay Environmental Assessrnent Panel issued on June 20,
1997, required the proponent to "hlly consider local aboriginal knowledge and expertise in

preparing the EIS" (Section 3.1) (CEAA 1997b). Two general approaches were recommended to
Voisey's Bay Nickel Company (VBNC) to carty out this task. First, aboriginal knowledge could
be directly incorporated into the ElS through discussion and interaction with aboriginal

communities. Altematively, VBNC could facilitate the presentation of this knowledge to the
Panel by the communities themselves.
Prior to the issuance of these guidelines, discussions had been taking place between
VBNC and Innu Nation, and a number of studies had already been funded. Ln December, 1995,
a study was iiiitiated to document topics of concern related to the project in the communities of

Utshimassit and Sheshatshiu. The final repon was preseiited to the Company in March 1996 and
was entitjed "Ntesinan Nteshiniminan Nteniunan: Between cr Rock and a Nard Phce". This
repon outlined the concems and issues being discussed in both communities and was one of the
reference documents used by the Panel when it was preparing the EIS guidelines (Innu Nation
Task Force on M i n g Activities 1996; CEAA, 199%).

Originally, hnu Nation and VBNC thought to allow the inclusion of abonginal
knowledge in the process through a series of six studies aimed at collecting information on
different facets of the Innu lifestyle. These studies would look at areas such as community

profiles, tnnu society and culture, subsistence and knowledge, land use, healing, and Innu ways
of life and Iivelihood. However, following a meeting in Sheshatshiu in May, 1996, Innu Nation
decided it was not satisfied with the approach, schedule, or level of funding for these initiatives
and informed the Company that fùrther discussions would have to take place (VBNC 1998).
In Febniary, 1997, Innu Nation and Voisey's Bay Nickel Company agreed on the funding

for a socio-economic audy that was to be cornpleted by December 1997. As this study end date
was @ter the projected submission date of the environmental impact statement, it was recognized
that the information would not be available for inclusion in the report and would need to be
presented separately to the Panel (VBNC 1998).
Soon after the socio-economic study began. controversy was raised over whether or not it
was responsible for documenti ng traditional ecological knowledge as well.

Voisey's Bay

maintained that it was understood in the initial discussions that the study would tocus on
gathering the traditional knowledge of the tnnu people in addition to documenting baseline
socio-economic issues. However, Innu Nation disagreed with VBNC's perspective and insisted
that

the study was intended to focus solely on socio-economic factors (VBNC 1998; Christine

Cleghom pers. comm. 1999).
Innu Nation proposed a separate audy to VBNC executives that would concentrate on
saihering the knowiedge lnnu people had about the land and animals in Voisey's Bay and the
potential impacts of the mine. This initial proposal was for a one year project that would
examine the knowledge of elden and hunters during different times of the year. The proposed
budget for this project was in the area of $800,000(VBNC 1998).
Voisey's Bay officiais had a number of concems wiih the proposal according to Christine
Cleghom (pers. comm. 1999), one of the innu Nation negotiaton for the project. First of all,

they were concemed that the Labrador huit Association (LIA) might demand additional fùnding
of the same amount to cany out its own study. This did not tum out to be the case, however, and

the LIA seemed content with the projects and workshops it had already participated in with
VBNC. In addition, Ms. Cleghom believes the Company was concemed that the results of the
study might be prejudicial towards the company's actions, especially considering the fact that
some concems had already been raised about the impacts of exploration activities on the Voisey's
Bay area.
Discussions between lnnu Nation and Voisey's Bay Nickel Company continued
throughout the fail and into the winter of that year. The two sides could not agree on the funding
or timeline of the study and tensions were strained between both parties. Finally, in March of
1998, feeling some pressure to settle the issue due to the public hearings looming in the fall, innu
Nation ageed to a scaled-down version of their initial proposal (Christine Cleghom pers. corn

1999). lnstead of a year long study. the project would be completed over the course of the
summer and the results would be presented to the Panel at public hearings in the fall. The total
budget for the project decreased from the initial proposai of $800,000 to only $70, 000 (VBNC
19%).
On May 14, 1998, lnnu Nation and Voisey's Bay Nickel Company signed a contract for
completion of this project. The proposed objective was to "document Lnnu ecological knowledge
and prepare for its presentation at the public hearings stage of the environmental assessrnent
process". lnnu Nation was responsible for hinng the study team and ensuring that the project
was completed in time for the public hearings. However, in case of a delay in the project
timeline, a clause in the contract that was inserted by VBNC officiais ensured that Innu Nation
could not use thai occurrence as a reason to request a postponement of the public hearings.

Voisey's Bay Company was responsible for Cunding the project and it was agreed in the contract
that this would satisfy its requirement by the Panel to facilitate the presentation of aboriginal
knowledge at the public hearings (Innu Ecological Knowledge Projea Agreement 1998).
The study that developed from the contract signed between IMU Nation and Voisey's
Bay oficials became known as the "Innu Ecological Knowledge Project". In the following
pages, this project will be examined for the process and methodology it useci to gather the
traditionai knowledge of the Innu people. Issues that were raised and obstacles that were
encountered during the course of the project will also be discussed. The environmental impact
assessments outlined earlier that attempted to include traditional ecological knowledge will be
compared to the Voisey's Bay scenario. Finally, future guidelines and recommendations will be
developed that will discuss how environmental assessments may be improved in order to ensure
that aboriginal people have a voice in the process and that their knowledge and concems are fùlly
addressed and considered.

5.2.2Project Setting
The main focus for the lnnu Ecoiogical Knowledge Project was the community of
Utshimassit, also known as Davis Inlet, a northem community on the Coast of Labrador.
Utshimassit is a rown of about 500 individuals, almost entirely made up of Innu people. As in
many native communities in the North, the majority of the housing is substandard and most of
the community is without mnning water or sewage. During certain periods of the spring and
fall, the people of Utshimassit become vinual prisoners on their island as dangerous ice
conditions during break-up and freeze-up prevent them from leaving. The only other way on
or off the island is through the twin-engine plane service offered by Air Labrador. However,

tickets are expensive and the service is ofken unreliable during winter storms and foggy
conditions.
The people of Utshimassit are currently in the process of relocating to a site on the
mainland known as Natuashish or Sango Bay. It is hoped that this relocation will help to combat
some of the social problems being experienced in the community. In addition, improvements in
water and sewer systems should help alleviate some of the health problems currently being
treated.
Along with trying to relocate an entire community and to heal some of the social
problems of their fragmented society, the lnnu people are also in the process of land claims
negotiations with the Federal and Provincial govemments. Almost the entire land base of
Labrador is currently subject to claims by indigenous peoples. This includes the Voisey's Bay
region. known as Emish to the Innu people, which is actually an area of overlapping daims from
both the tnnu and the Inuit people. The numerous rivers and lakes in the area were traditional
tishing areas for the Lnnu and are still used today. In addition, the George River caribou herd
migrates through Voisey's Bay and these are extremely important animais to the Innu people for
both their cultural and nutritional value (Innu Nation 1998). Many people in Utshimassit feel
that, with al1 the issues competing For their attention at the present time, they are simply unable to
handle the additional burden of a mine and al1 its related impacts (Innu Nation 1996).
It

was within this mix of social issues and concems that the lnnu Ecological Knowledge

Project took place. The study team was initially composed of four individuals, with an additional
member added soon d e r the project began. The senior researcher for the project was Dr. Daniel
Clément, a Montreal based anthropologist with considerable experience among the Innu people
of the Quebec Nonh Shore. Since the early 1980's he has completed two major studies in the

area dealing with tnnu knowledge of plants and animals (see Clément 1990, Clément 1995). Dr.
Clément has considerable experience with lnnu customs and is knowledgeable about many
aspects of the culture. Although he is not completely fluent in Innu-Aimun, his past experience
has made him quite familiar with many of the technical terms used by Innu elders and hunters
duting their discussions of plants and animals. This linguistic ability was extremely helpful
during the interview process and also gained him the respect of many Innu elders.

Two Innu researchers were also hired to act as translators and field assistants during the
course of the project. The first researcher was a forty-one year old male from the community of
Sheshatshiu who had also lived in St. John's for close to a decade. His fluency in English and
exposure to white customs and 'scientific' thought were helpful in translating key ideas and
concepts between the two languages.

The second tnnu researcher was a forty-eight year old male originally From Utshimassit,
but who currently makes his home in Sheshatshiu. He is very knowledgeable about the land and
animals and is respected within both communities for his hunting ability and congenial attitude.
Although not as fluent in English as the first Innu researcher. his familiarity with hunting and
fishing ternis made him quite valuable throughout the project.
Dut-hg the first oficial meeting of the research team, the possibility of documenting and
presenting lnnu knowledge of the Emish area in the fonn of a video was raised. M e r some
discussion, it was agreed to hire another person to cary out this task. A thirty-eight year old
woman from Utshimassit was hired to complete the video. She had been involved in the
production of a video during the socio-economic study and is quite knowledgeable about video
recording and production. The completed video entitled Inmiat Utush~nirnz~au
was presented to

the Panel at the public hearings and is available for purchase by contacting the Innu Nation
office.
The author, a twenty-five year old female, was the final member of the research team,
and contributed her organizational and botanical skiils to the project. A previous degree in
biology from the University of Prince Edward Island and the completion of one year of her
Master's degree in Natural Resource Management at the University of Manitoba served as the
basis for her knowledge and experience.

The timeline for the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project ran from June 5-July 24 and
€rom September 7- 15. The initial interview schedule and research documentation was completed
during June and July, with cross-checking and data verification occumng in Septernber. Due to
her academic commitments. the author was unable to be present during the September tirne
period and as a result, the observations and comments contained in the following pages will be
drawn from her experiences during the summer research period.

5.2.3Methodology
ln order to document lnnu ecological knowledge relating to the Voisey's Bay site, a
variety of research methods were used. These included individual and group interviews, the

use of maps and aerial photographs, and on-site visits and helicopter surveys of the area by
the research team and community elders.

The main technique used throughout the research was to interview individual elders
and hunters in the community of Utshimassit. Over the summer, individual interviews were

conducted with six men (four elders, two hunters) and with five women (al1 elders). Two men
and three women from these eleven informants were among those i n t e ~ e w e dfor the author's
research on Innu medicine, as presented in Chapter 4. These key informants had been

identified in various ways, including the use of community lists, personal recommendations,
or during the interview process itself. The questionnaire was developed by Dr. Clément based
upon a similar survey used in one of his previous investigations on the Quebec North Shore.
At that time, Innu research assistants had helped him to design the format and context of the
questionnaire. As a result, the study was judged to be applicable to the current investigation.

In order to ensure that the set of questions was properly understood, it was decided to provide
a bilingual fiamework. The two lnnu researchers assisted Dr. Clément in translating the
questionnaire into Innu-Aimun For use in the interview process. The complete questionnaire
used duriny the project is provided in the final report of the research team entitled "lr~mnt
U~c~shi~~irnn~i:
The Innu People's Rock" (Clément 1998) available from the Innu Nation.

Pnor to asking any specific questions regarding eiders' knowledge of the Emish area,
however, it became obvious that some preliminary work on placenarnes (toponyms) gathering
would have to be camed out. This was due to the fact that many elders were unable to relate
their knowledge to the National Topographie System maps being used by the research team.
ln addition, however, placenames are also an important indication of the use and value placed
upon an area by a people. The numerous toponyms gathered during this study are evidence of
the histoncai importance of the Voisey's Bay area to the Lnnu and its continuing relevance to
their culture (Clément 1998).
As a staning point, placenarnes were compiled from previous studies and surveys in

the area. These prelirninary names were verified with elders during the interview process and
served as usehl reference points for situating the discussions that followed. In order to obtain
unrecorded names for the area surrounding Utshimassit and Voisey's Bay, visualitaiion
techniques were used, such as imaginary canoe trips. Aenal photographs were of limited

value. The ability of some elders to at least panially read maps was also usefbl in this initial
investigation.
Following the collection of placenames for the Emish area, elders were interviewed on
various topics including their knowledge of plant and animal species and their habits, climatic
conditions, geographical features, etc. In addition, elders were asked to relate observed or
potential impacts of the mine developrnent and related activities on any of these features. In
many cases, elders were able to contribute specific information on many of these topics that
had not been included or identified in the EIS produced by Voisey's Bay Nickel Company.
As well, t heir knowledge of variations in migratory patterns and species distribution over tirne
also stood in marked contrast to the simplistic accounts in the cornpany's report (Clément
1998). A full outline of the results obtained during these interviews can be found in the

project's final report.
In order to represent the data obtained from these interviews in spatial form, the

placenames gathered previously were inscribed on the maps. Information regarding migration
trails, den sites, fishing or hunting areas, etc. were al1 marked on the maps in relation to their
approximate geographical area as identified by the local placenames. This geographical data
was later digitized by Innu Nation employees and represented in GIS format for the final
report to the Panel.
There were also several group interviews carried out over the summer with vanous
elders. In most cases, these consisted of a maximum of two people both of whom had
extensive knowledge on a panicular topic. This allowed for cross-checking and veritication
of the subject while minimizing the total time required, an important factor due to the limited
time span of the research.

During the summer, one large group interview took place during an on-site visit to the
Voisey's Bay area. Eleven elders participated in this day long event. The rnorning hours
were spent at a traditional Innu camping spot on the south Coast of Voisey's Bay. At this
time, elders discussed their knowledge of plants and traditional medicines. Specimens were

collected to ensure proper identification. The elders also speculated about the effect the mine
and related activities could have on these plants and their value as medicines for the lnnu
people. The morning also included a visit to the site of an important rock used by the Innu
people as a dye for traditional handicrafts and clothing. (This rock was later identified as
containing hematite, commonly known as ochre, historically used as a dye by many North
American native groups.)
During the afiernoon, elders were taken by helicopter to visit a drill site and the
original exploration camp of Voisey's Bay Nickel Company. They were introduced to
Company ofticials and to fisheries biologists who were conducting a benthic survey of the
nearby lake. Also at this time, the elders were taken to the current camp near Anaktalak Bay

where they were shown drill core samples and taken on a tour of the site. Dr. Clément took
advantage of this time period to discuss with the elders their impressions of the day's events
and their general thoughts regarding the mining development. The complete transcript of this
interview appears as an appendix in the final report.
In addition to this on-site visit, there was also one other return to Voisey's Bay with an
elder. At this time, instead of using helicopters, the research team visited the area by boat.
This allowed the team to gain a sense of the actual distances involved and an appreciation for
a more traditional method of travel. Dunng this visit, the team was able to gather more

information on plant species as well as important hunting sites.

The four mernbers of the original research team had also met with company oficials
and had a helicopter introduction to the VBNC mine site at the beginning of the summer.
This helped to orient the team to the geographical area and introduce them to the company
oficials they would be dealing wit h during the research period.
5.3 The Voisey's Bay Assessment and the IEK Project in Perspective
5.3.1 Aboriginal Participation in the Voisey's Bay Assessment

In retrospect, the environmental assessment of the Voisey's Bay project did a fair job
of including aboriginal knowledge and concems in the process. Both the Labrador Inuit

Association (LIA) and the Innu Nation, together with the Federal and Provincial governments,
were responsible for drafiing the Panel's Terms of Reference as outlined in the Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU)(CEAA 1997a). In this document, the Panel was required to "give
full consideration to traditional ecological knowledge whether presented orally or in writing".
In actual fact, the EIS Guidelines issued by the Panel went beyond this instruction to require

the proponent to "hlly consider local aboriginrl knowledge and expenise in preparing the

EIS" (emphasis added). In this way. the Panel was attempting to ensure that the entire range
of Inuit and lnnu knowledge and concerns was recognized and not just those relating
specitically to the land and ecosystem relationships. The Panel stated that it did not want to
lirnit the potential contribution of the Innu and Inuit in the process simply to those aspects of

their knowledge stRct1y detined as TEK (CEAA 1997b). As a result, the efforts of the Panel

can be seen as helping to move the assessment fùrther up the hierarchy of Stevenson's four
know ledge inclusion level s discussed earl ier (see Figure 7).

The fact that scoping sessions were held in the communities themselves is also a gwd
sign of the Panel's atternpt to include native knowledge. These heanngs allowed the views

and concems of native people to be expressed and incorporated in the EIS Guidelines issued
to the Company. However, there is some concem with the limited time that was dlowed. The
scoping sessions only lasted a month and a half, and the Panel was only present in most
communities, for example Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit, for two days in total (CEAA 1999).
This hardly seems adequate tirne to listen to al1 the views and concems of the community
members. Of even greater consequence is the requirement in the MOU stating that the Panel
take no longer than 120 days to issue the completed EIS Guidelines, even with the
preliminary scoping sessions involved (CEAA 1997 B). This does not seem to allow ample
ti me for serious discussion with the various communities regarding the potential issues and
impacts of the development.
Contras this tirne period to that of the Berger Inquiry or the North Central EIA, both
of which exemplify efforts to include native people. Justice Berger took over two years to

meet with local people and discuss their concerns and values (Berger 1988). In Manitoba, the
communities were given almost three months to educate themselves regarding the North
Central project and the assessrnent process prior to even meeting with the Panel. in addition,
the North Central Panel returned to the communities for input regarding the Draa EIS
Guidelines afier this initial period of consultation (Federal-Provincial Environmenial
Assessrnent Panel 1993).
The Voisey's Panel anempted to receive feedback on a set of guidelines that
communities barely had time to digest. Although it did use background documents prepared
by Innu Nation and the LIA in its development of these Guidelines (see for example, Innu

Nation 1996). simply reading about these concerns should not be considered a substitute to
hearing firsthand the vocal and ofien eloquent testimony of the people affected by these

developments. The author herself can attest to the power and passion for their land and their
way of life expressed by some Innu men and women during the land claims hearings in June
1998. These same words transcribed in the summary document Mmey Doesn 't L m , The

Land is Forever (Innu Nation 1998a), although still powerful, simply do not resound as
potently as they did hearing them in person. As a result, anyone desiring to comprehend the
real importance placed upon various issues by the Innu people should allow enough time to
hear their views firsthand. Although attempted, this was simply not done in the Voisey's EIA
as effectively as it might have been.

Of course, the time allotted for community consultations and public hearings does not,
in and of itself, guarantee the successful inclusion of native knowledge and perspectives in the

process.

Despite the consultation periods in both the BHP and the Military Flying

assessments, most observers agree that these processes failed rniserably in their attempts to
include the voices of native peoples affected by the development (Nikiforuk 1997; O'Reilly
1996). As well, the differences in the time periods for comrnunity consultations between the
Nonh Central Project and the Berger lnquiry are evidence that inquests of a greater or lesser
duration can stil l result in equal l y effective processes.
More than the time period involved, it appears to be the personal integrity and
comrnitrnent of the Panel membership itself that goes a long way towards insuring that the
participation of native communities takes place and that their concerns are effectively heard.
Both the Nonh Central Panel and Justice Berger were strongly committed to the principle of
native people taking part in the decisions that would affect them, and this cornmitment was
reflected in the end result and outcomes of both assessmcnts.

The Voisey's Bay Panel appears to mirror this spirit to some extent, based upon both
the EIS Guidelines issued and the recommendations outlined in their final report, most
notably the recommendations regarding land claims settlement and native involvement in
monitoring activities (CEAA 1999). However, their decision and rnany of the public hearings
were carried out it light of the Delgamuukw ruling, a factor noted by the Panel dunng its
discussion, and one wonders if a different political atmosphere would have resulted in a
substantially different outcome.
The fact that the Guide1ines permitted VBNC to incorporate aboriginal knowledge

either directly into the EIS or through facilitation of its presentation at the public hearings has
both positive and negative aspects. On the one hand, by allowing projects such as the Innu
Ecological Knowledge Project to remain under the control of aboriginal organizations the
Panel was ensuring that knowledge received through these projects remained the propeny of
the respective native group. This permitted the Innu Nation to determine exactly how rnuch
and what kinds of information would be shared with the Panel and VBNC executives during
the public hearings, and helped to avoid the potential abuse of intellectuai property rights
discussed by Stevenson ( 19%). On the other hand, the fact that relevant knowledge was not
presented directly to the Company during preparation of its EIS meant that its influence on
project design and mitigation measures was limited. In addition, by allowing the parties to
operate almost totally independently of each other, the Panel did not help to facilitate the
formation of positive relationships or trust building ihat were such beneficial aspects of the
North Central Project. In fact, a confrontational attitude between Innu Nation and VBNC
oficials seems to have prevailed throughout much of the Voisey's Bay process.

However, the fact that the EIS was cornpleted pnor to the lnnu Ecological Knowledge
contract even being signed meant that this information could not have been included in the
written document anyway. Examination of the EIS itself raises the question of whether
VBNC officiais were truly open to incorporating aboriginal knowledge and concems in the
project design and discussion of impacts. The Labrador Inuit Association managed to present
aspects of its knowledge to VBNC in time to be included in the EIS. However, for the most
part their perspectives and information ended up mostly being written in the margins of the
pages and did not seem to be considered seriously in the main body of the report. In addition,
the effort VBNC made to research past compilations of available data on things such as Innu
and Inuit placenames was largely inadequate. The use of names in the documents such as
"Discovery Hill" and "Camp Pond' also shows a lack of respect by disregarding the names
that had already been given to these areas by the lnnu and Inuit (VBNC 1997). In actual fact,
the Voisey's Bay EIS suffered from the same limitations and ignorance as the EIS completed

earlier for the BHP mine.
Examination of the Voisey's assessrnent process in Iight of Stevenson's (1996) three
phases for inclusion of aboriginal knowledge and participation also shows some limitations.
Although Innu and Inuit people did take pan in the identification of VECs for the study, their
concerns were expressed to the Panel and not directly to the developer as Stevenson advises.

in addition, although various projects were funded by VBNC in association with the two
native groups, there were no real partnerships formed between the Company and abonginal
organizations. Both the Innu and the Inuit seemed to have little direct influence on the design

of mitigation activities outlined by VBNC oficials.

Stevenson's third phase of having

aboriginal people involved in monitoring the project's activities was repeatedly stressed as a

necessary aspect of the mine's approval by the Innu Nation (Innu Nation 1998b). However,
the lack of any real progress towards this inclusion during the assessrnent process itself leaves
the final decision largely up to the govemment.
In cornparison, the North Central Project included a11 of Stevenson's three phases, as
aboriginal people were able to discuss the transmission route directly with the Company and
have a real impact on the project design.

Individuals from the community were also

significantly involved in monitoring during the project's constmction through their role as
Environmental Protection Workers and Community Liaison Committee members (Manitoba
Hydro l996a&b).
In the end, the Voisey's Bay assessrnent did have some very positive aspects that
should be followed by other EA Panels wishing to provide an optimum environment for
native participation in the process. The involvement of both native groups in the area in
drafting the Terms of Reference is particularly commendable.

As well, the Panel's

recognition of the full range and value of al1 native knowledge and concerns about the project,
as evidenced by their emphasis of aboriginal knowledge over TEK, is also a positive step.
Notwithstanding the concerns mentioned earlier, the fact that the Panel provided for
independent studies funded by the proponent but carried out by the native organizations also
shows their recognition of issues such as intellectual propeny rights. Finally, the Panel
recommendations show an understanding on the part of the Panel that native peoples in
Labrador must be involved in developments carried out on their traditional lands (CEAA
1999). The most sincere way of doing this is through the settlement of native land clairns and

the involvement of the lnnu and Inuit in monitoring the project's activities and impacts.

5.3.2 lncluding TEK Through the lnnu Ecological Knowledge Project
In evaluating the IEK Project, the first issues raised are in regards to the negotiation
process that led up to the project contract. First of all, several of the key elements identified
by Mitchell (1997) as being essential to successful partnerships were missing from the

process. In particular, innu Nation was not able to negotiate from the same position of power
as Voisey's Bay oficials, nor, of course, did it have access to the same level of resources
enjoyed by the company (financial assets. suppon of an international parent company, etc.).
The reliance of lnnu Nation upon the company for project hnding limited their standing in
the negotiations and placed them in an inferior bargaining position. As well, there was a lack
of respect and trust on both sides of the bargaining table, due in part to ignorance of company
officiah regarding the value of aboriginal knowledge (Christine Cleghorn pers. comm. 1999).
Past actions by VBNC executives and consulting groups hired by the company, including an
atternpt to surreptitiously gather TEK rhrough employee interviews and the company's move
to have the mine infrastructure exempted from the EA process, also harmed the company's
reputation with the Innu (Tompkins 1996).

lnnu Nation's court actions and litigation,

however, did not help to improve the organization's standing in the eyes of VBNC (Napier
1998). In addition. the lnnu people's experience in several other EIAs, most notably the

mil itary fl ying assessrnent discussed earlier, had made them suspicious of the motives of
industries like Voisey's Bay Nickel Company. All of this served to foster an atmosphere of
tension and mistrust between negotiators. As a result, although the negotiations did result in a
contract to fund and cany out the lnnu Ecological Knowledge Project, they did not help to
ease tensions between the two sides or to facilitate future communication or cooperation.

The negative aspects of this partnership arrangement carried over into the research
project itself. Suspicion and mistrust remained an issue and this had implications for the
abi lity of the research team and VBNC oficials to effective1y communicate throughout the
summer. Members of the research team were often unwilling to deal directly with VBNC
oficials. Attempts by Voisey's Bay workers to participate in events such as the group
interview and on-site visit, rightly or wrongly, were seen as just another way for the company
to furtively obtain traditional knowledge of the Innu people. In addition, it was felt that many
elders would not feel cornfortable sharing their knowledge or raising concems or questions if
faced with company administrators.

Ail of this conflict and suspicion meant that

opportunities for communication and clarification between the two sides were limited. In
fact, this was one of the main limitations of the project's success in terms of both negotiation
delays that prevented its inclusion in the EIS and also the poor stan towards building an
effective relationship between the parties.
This lack of communication also limited the ability of individuals in the communities
to become educated about project issues and impacts. Although VBNC offered to hold
information sessions in both Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit, their offers were rebuffed due in
part to this problem with behavioural conflict. This could imply that many of the elders and

hunters interviewed during the course of the iEK Project did not have access to adequate
information in order to hl l y address the range of possible project impacts. During the group
visit to the site, the author noticed that many of the elders did not seem to have a complete
grasp of the mining process or the project proposai in general. As well, the methods and
explanations from the fisheries technicians regarding the benthic survey they were performing
seemed to confbse some of the elders. At the sarne tirne, however, scientists are often

ignorant or sceptical of the techniques and methods relied upon by aboriginal elders in their
understanding of the land. This two-way misunderstanding and ignorance would seem to
imply the need for communication and discussion between the two groups so that each side
can come to an appreciation of the other's techniques, even if they are not necessarily in
agreement with them.
The poor communication between the company and the communities also resulted in
spawning rumors that did not improve the reputation of VBNC in the communities. Although
company officials ofien expressed fnistration with the stonewalling that developed, it is
necessary for them to attempt to understand the Innu's position on this issue and the factors
that have influenced these attitudes.
There were also a number of limitations and obstacles encountered that were directly
related to the research meihods and attributes of the project team. One factor that had to be
considered was the geographical distance involved.

As noted earlier, the community of

Utshimassit is almost 80 kilometres south o f the Voisey's Bay mine site. The boat trip to the
site taken by the research team took more than three hours one way. As well, the campsite
itself is approximately eleven kilometres inland fiom Voisey's Bay so it would have required
an overland hike from the shore. This was beyond the capabilities of sone elders and would
have been unattainable from the time factor as well. The one on-site visit by helicopter had to
be arranged through VBNC officiais well in advance of the trip. It was also clear from the
team's first meeting with company ofticials that the team would have very limited access to

use of the helicopters as priority would be maintained for travel to the camp by workers. As a
result, maps were used throughout most of the research period, which, as previously
described, made it difficult for some elders to situate their knowledge of the region.

The time period and budget available were also extremely limiting factors throughout
the summer. The reduced time fiame fiom the year long project initially proposed by the Innu
Nation to a three month project occumng almost entirely in the summer season had many
implications for the project results. First of all, it meant that it was more dinicult to gather
Innu knowledge relating to other seasons and time periods, for exarnple, wildlife breeding or
migration periods. Attempts were made to obtain this information through the questionnaire
but being able to place the knowledge within the appropriate context would have almost
cenainly led to a greater breadth and detail in the project results. In addition, the limited time

period available required the research team to restrict the number of species and topics that
could be raised for discussion. As well as restrictions on the number of subjects, it was also
necessary to limit the time available for information gathering on each point. Finally, the
shon time period restricted the nurnber of elders who could be interviewed for the project.
Some of these limitations could have been overcorne if the team had access to
adequate funds. For example, more group interviews could have been conducted or elders
could have been taken out on the land to a greater extent. This could have elicited additional
information for the research team. Unfonunately, the budget received by Innu Nation barely
covered the salary and travel expenses of the research team. The limited amount of funding
lefi over for elders' honoraria disappeared quickly and in many ways was as much of a
constraint on the number of interviews completed as the time period itself.
There were also a number of obstacles that became evident during the summer and
that had to be dealt with to the extent possible. The first among these were cultural
differences. Two members of the research team belonged to the white Canadian majority and
three were Innu people. Throughout the summer, different points of view and work habits

arose and compromises were required. For the most part, these were successful but some
tensions remained unresolved over the surnmer.
An obstacle that became evident as the summer progressed was the difficulty with
translation. The fact that one of the Innu translators had spent years in a white culture
certainly meant that he had a good command of the English language. Unfortunately, it also
meant that he had been out of touch with his culture for many years and consequently,
specialized terms for hunting or fishing concepts were unfamiliar to him. Having a senior
researcher acquainted with some of these terms became extremely valuable, as he was able to
note that this researcher had oversimplified some words or concepts in translation. Lt is
certainly possible that some such cases were overlooked, however, and could have influenced
the results. The second lnnu researcher certainly had an extensive knowledge of many of

these specialized concepts but he was sometimes unable to explain them fully in English. As

a result, it was often necessary to have the two translators in the same room together so that
between the two of them a comprehensive translation could be offered. However, about two
thirds of the way thorough the research the first assistant had to leave for personal reasons and
subsequent translations were performed solely by the remaining person. Unfortunately, the
author could offer no assistance in this task, as her knowledge of the Lnnu language was still
extremely limited.
On a final note, there was an additional obstacle to be overcome by the author herself.
This was related to her personal biases as a rnember of the white English Canadian majority
and a person trained in the scientific tradition.

Throughout the summer she had to

acknowledge the influence of stereotyped views of native cultures and traditions on her
outlook. In addition, she had to struggle to reconcile some of the knowledge or perspectives

offered by lnnu elders with what she had been taught in her biological science background.
As a result, the author feels that, to some extent, the confîict between Western science and
traditional knowledge being raised in the larger society was refiected in her own attitudes and
experiences over the summer.
Despite these drawbacks, however, the IEK Project did include most of the elements
for a successful outcorne. First of all, in line with Stevenson's (1996) argument for including
the totality of people's knowledge in environmental assessment, it looked at issues covering
the range of Innu knowledge and concerns relating to the potenrial development. In addition

to worries about the mine's impacts upon the land and wildlife specifically, the project also
documented the social and cultural implications of these impacts upon the Innu, for example
in terms of traditional medicines, hunting patterns. etc. As a result, it would seem to fit into at

least the second level of Stevenson's arrangement with partial forays into the third level.
The project also included al1 four of Johannes' (1993) elements required for proper

TEK

research. In addition to the taxonomie perspective included through the documentation

of toponyms and species names, the spatial element was included through the use of mapping,
ethnocartography, and GIS analysis. The temporal requirement was also fultilled to some
extent through the structure of the interview questionnaire, which covered seasonal changes
and migration patterns. However, if the year-long study initially proposed by Innu Nation had
been accepted this temporal element could have been expanded. The final component
Johannes identifies as necessary to successful TEK research is social and this was covered by
the discussion of social and cultural impacts discussed above.

The project was also helphl in validating the need to include aboriginal knowledge
along with scientific studies when determining factors such as baseline data and project

impacts. Ln the final report, Clément (1998) gives several cases where the elders had a better
knowledge of the project area and species distribution than the consultants hired by the
Company. He also identifies impacts on several species important to the Innu that the EIS had
not even mentioned (porcupine, for example).
The fact that the interview questionnaire had been designed with the help of Innu
researchers was also a positive aspect of the project.

It helped to ensure that the questions

were posed in a way that was culturally relevant to the informants and also limited the
influence that outsider bias regarding topics for discussion could have on the investigation.
The only concern with this project tool is that the correctness of the bilingual translation was
not checked until afler the research concluded when it was revealed that some terms had not
been interpreted properly. This could have had an impact on the information received on
t hose topics.

The gathering of culturally relevant placenames for the Voisey's Bay area and their
spatial situation on maps was important, as noted by other researchers in the area of aboriginal
land use (Hrenchuk 1993). In addition to providing a geographical perspective on the
information gathered, toponyms may ais0 be beneficial during the land daims negoriations
currently proceeding

wit h

the government. Having correct lnnu placenames on maps will

also provide a staning base For subsequent research investigations in the area.

5.4 Suggestions for lmproving lnnu Participation in €/A
Despite the relative success of the Voisey's Bay EIA and the Innu Ecological
Knowledge Project in promoting aboriginal values and priorities, there is stiII room for
improvement. In order to expand and enrich Innu participation in future environmental
assessments a number of factors need to be considered. First of al], there is the need to

address issues such as the problems with behavioural conflict noted during the project and the
assessment in general.

Possible ways to resolve disputes using methods such as the

Alternative Dispute Resolutions (ADR) outlined by Mitchell (1997) or the principled
negotiation technique discussed by Fisher and Ury (1991) should be investigated by both
company oficials and the Innu Nation.
Training initiatives are also needed to allow lnnu people to become more adept at
participating in projects such as the IEK study. In particular, there is a lack of people
sufficiently capable of translating Innu terms and phrases especially in written form. This
resulted in the need to engage a Iinguist based in St. John's in order to ensure the correct
spelling and grammar of the questionnaire and interview transcripts.

In addition to

translation, however, having Innu people trained in research methodology would mean that
there would not be a need to engase the services of outsiders like Dr. Clément and the author.
This would allow the social and financial benefits of projects such as the IEK study to accrue
entirely to members of the affected communities. There is also the potential for it to result in
more information being eiicited on the topics under discussion, as elders would probably be
more willing to discuss their knowledge with individuals of the same culture.
Greater cooperation and communication between the [nnu Nation and the Labrador
Inuit Association (LIA) could also have gone a long way towards improving their role in
environmental assessments.

Throughout much of the assessment process, the two

organizations operated independently of each other in their dealings with Voisey's Bay
oficials. If they had worked together for their rnutual benefit, they could have presented a
united front to the company that would have significantly increased their bargaining positions.
As it was, VBNC was able to play the two groups against each other to a certain extent and

this had implications for al1 the aboriginal studies that were developed during the assessment
both in tems of their design and level of tùnding.

Of course, there is also the need for action on the part of both govemment and
Company oficials. Govemments should adopt the policy of required communication with
native groups in the affected area at the earliest stage of any potential development.
Comrnunities should be infonned regarding the nature and scale of the project as well as any
political procedures or approvals that may be required. This will ailow native people time to
organize and have their Say in the crucial decisions and strategies that are discussed early on
in the process. In this way, developments that are inappropriate to the area or culture of the

people can be stopped or modified prior to the expense of huge amounts of time and money.
This early communication is especially important when one considers the fact that 95% of all
developments never rnake it to the environmental assessment stage but are approved in
government screenings or reviews (Henley, 1999).
In order to facilitate this notification and communication, however, there is a need for
legislative changes in some areas, especially in tems of the free entry system that currently
dominates Canadian mining. Mining companies and prospectors wishing to acquire mineral
rights in Newfoundland at the present time only have to stake a daim and they are guaranteed
a Crown lease which permits mining and exploration activities to occur (Banon 1993). This

system has led to the rights of aboriginal people being abused and ignored in other northern
areas of Canada and Labrador is no exception. Since the growth in exploration activity in the
province in the early 19903, hundreds of claims have been made throu~houtthe countryside,
despite the fact that Innu Nation and the Newfoundland government are still in the process of
negotiating a land claims settlement (Keith 1996). The irony of the Innu people having to go

through a long and lengthy political process to assert their ownership over land they have
occupied for centuries while an American prospector can lay daim to an area on a sports

fishing vacation i s outrageous. To add insult to injury, the island of Utshimassit as well as the
site of their new town at Natuashish have also been staked (Keith 1996). It seems that no
matter where the Innu go they cannot escape the intrusion of the dominant society that
surrounds them.

This situation requires change and the first step is to convert the

Newfoundland system to the type that exists in Alberta and Prince Edward Island where the
allocation of mineral rights is subject to government approval (Barton 1993). Besides
allowing the Innu people a greater deal of protection corn mines appearing in their backyards,
this change will also permit the government to remain informed and up to date on al1 rnining
activities occurring in the province. ln turn, they will also be able to pass this information
along to native groups like the Innu so that they may investigate the potential development

and decide upon a course of action.
In ternis of environmental impact assessments in general, there is a need for the
Canadian Environmental Assessrnent Agency to allow communities more tirne to become
informed and knowledgeable about the issues and the proposed developmcnt prior to
beginning community consultations on a topic. This additional time period would also allow
lnnu elders and hunters time to use their traditional knowledge and observe any current
impacts of the development activity on the landscape and wildlife of the region.
As well, attempts should be made to involve people in addition to those community
individuals who normally speak out or are members of organizations like the Innu Nation. It
is important that the panicipation of less prominent persons, the so-called "inactive public",

also be included in order to reflect al1 of the viewpoints and concems related to a particular
issue (Mitchell 1997).
There is also an important role for industry in the process. Businesses interested in
pursuing development options should initiate and maintain communication with native groups
throughout the lifetime of the project. Long-terni team building and communication attempts
between native groups and developers are essential if any progress is to be made on resolving
the ideological conflicts and mistnist that currently exists.

The cooperation and

conimunication required are sure to be difficult a! first but ways must be found to promote
them, perhaps through the use of the conflict resolution techniques mentioned earlier.
By contacting native communities early in the project's development, the Company

could benefit from their knowledge of the surrounding area and reduce the need for expensive
investigation into the geography of the region. As well, early communication with aboriginal
croups could identify sensitive species or ecological features (so-called ixdt~edecosysrem

C

cornpo~irtrrs)and

help prevent unexpected impacts on these components that could lead to

tension between the parties.

For example, during the Innu Ecological Knowledge Project

possible impacts on species such as whitefish and porcupine were identitied by the Innu while
the company's EIS failed to even discuss the presence of these species in the project area
(Clément, 1998).

lt

would also be beneficial for the Company to include native people in

monitoring activities as their long-term experience with the animals and geography of the area
would help them perceive even slight differences quickly. This would also assist in the
establishment of prolonged team building and trust between the two groups.
Historical and cultural concerns regarding an area should also be respected by the
development Company. For example, the bush medicine component of this study showed that

the IMU consider the Voisey's Bay area to be an important gathering location for medicinal
plant species. As a result, VBNC should ensure that its presence and activities in the area
have the most minimal impact possible on this practice in both the shon and long term. This
would involve taking steps throughout the development process, such as keeping road and
infrastructure construction to a basic ievel, preventing water pollution, and guaranteeing that
soi1 and vegetation replacement occurs during decommissioning. Innu people should be
involved in al! these activities to contribute their specific skills and knowledge and so that
they may remain aware and informed of the company's activities. This would allow the Innu
some measure of confidexe that the area and their way of life were being protested. Even
though the Innu rnay be able to obtain the specific plant species for their medicine in other
areas, the cultural relevance of Voisey's Bay should not be lost and their presence and use of
the area should be encourqed by VBNC.
Sensitivity training on the part of Company executives and contractors and the
education of shareholders regardiny the issues and obstacles being faced by native people
could also go a long way towards elevating the needs and concerns of the Innu within the
corporation. In any case, businesses should be encouraged to respect and acknowledge the
traditional customs and practices of aboriginal people. At the very least, this requires using
the original lnnu and h u i t narnes for yeographical features in the project area on any reports,
studies or environmental impact statements released by the company. In addition, company
scientists and technicians should be encouraged to accompany eiders and hunters ont0 the
land in order to gain an appreciation for the context and complexity of their knowledge.
These trips could also facilitate the mutual sharing of information and increase respect on
both sides.

Unfonunately, al1 of these efforts require something the Innu do not have: fime. The
rapid explosion of davelopment activities in Labrador has resulted in a struggle on their part
simply to remain informed on the various issues. There is little time or money for involving
themselves in grandiose schemes that will probably not show significant results until
sometime down the road. The current Nedoundland government has also shown a persistent
willingness to ignore the Innu people and their predicaments. What the govemment and the
rest of the country must corne to understand, however, is that this is a struggle that affects and
involves the future of all Canadians The direction taken with regards to the conflicts in
Labrador will have far-reachiny implications for this entire country.

At its hean is the

question of how far we are willin y to let "progessl' and "development" proceed and at what
cost to the natural beauty that is an essential part of this country's identity? The Innu made
their choice long ago and have shown their cornmitment to the ideals that they live for. With
the recognition and suppon of people across this country the Innu will finally have the ability
to effectively challenge the governments and developers that are destroying their land. Their

close association to the land has enabled them to see the dangerous impacts of these activities
and their understanding of natural cycles and events has led them to the conclusion that the
situation cannot continue unchecked. Al! they are asking for is a chance to prevent and
mitigate the impacts of development activities on the land and wildlife they depend upon. It
is an opponunity they richly deserve.

Chapter 6: Summary and Recommendations
The Innu culture in Labrador is based on a rich tradition that has much to offer to its
younger members and society as a whole. Their historical dependence upon the land resulted

in a system of knowledge containin!: incredible detail on ecosystem components and
relationships. In addition, they also gained an appreciation and acceptance for the place of
humans within that natural order. The example of traditional medicines discussed in this
thesis is only one elernent of this knowledge. Nevertheless, it is a significant aspect in tenns
of both its historical and modem relevance. The effectiveness of these remedies in the past

and their potential to contnbute to the continuing health and well being of Innu in the hture
should not be ignored.
Unfortunately, threats to maintaining this knowledge are growing. Perhaps rnost
devastating is the gradua1 erosion of the Innu presence upon their landscape.

Due to

community settlement and job pressures, many Innu families are simply not panicipating in
land based travel to the extent that they did in the past. Cut off from the site of knowledge
transmission and learning, many young people are not being educated in the ways of their
culture. Without a substitute way of passing this information on it is sure to be lost forever.
An additional threat to keeping the richness of Lnnu knowledge alive is the increase of
large-scale development projects in Labrador. The negative impacts of activities such as the
Voisey's Bay Nickel mine and low-level flying activities upon the ecosystem is resulting in a
further reduction in the abiliry of the lnnu to continue their way of life. Polluted lakes and
rivers, damaged soils, and sick and injured wildlife are al1 contributing to a loss of the land
base available to the lnnu for their traditional pursuits. In turn, this is affecting their ability to

pass their knowledge on to their chitdren.

This thesis attempted to assist the Innu in their struggle to maintain their culture in two
ways. First of al], the author documented the use of twenty-two plant species used by the
Innu in their traditional medicine. In this way, a permanent record of their use will remain
with the communities in the years to corne and may help stimulate interest in the topic among
young people. The report "Plant Medicine ofthe Innu" produced on this topic is an additional
source of information for interested individuals.

In addition, two strategies were proposed as ways for the Innu to combat the threats to
their culture. The educational system was recommended as an alternative way of transmitting
cultural knowledge such as bush rnedicine to the young. Secondly. involvement in the
environrnental assessment process was also explored as a way for the lnnu to regain some
measure of control over the development activities impacting their land.
The recommendations and strategies related to these topics are listed below.

That the lnnu develop courses on topics such as bush medicine that are credited to
students within the junior high school curriculum and that educational materials be
produced for these courses, such as the technical report generated dunng this research, so
that a permanent record of this knowledge will be maintained
That Innu Nation and/or the Band Councils improve cultural transmission and facilitate
the interaction of elders and youth through events such as Heritage Fairs, camping
excursions, and school workshops, and that information exchanges be encouraged
between Sheshatshiu and Utshimassit elders to increase the knowledge base available to

youth in both cornmunities

3. That Innu Nation document geographical areas important to bush medicine in terms of

species distribution or cultural value and take steps to protect these areas through the
environmental assessment process andjor a land claims agreement
4. That IMU seek to include in their land claims agreement a hunter's income security

program, similar to that developed for the Cree during the James Bay- Nonhem Quebec
Agreement, for families who spend four months or more on the land (Berkes pers. comm.
1999c)
5. That the Newfoundland government implement legislative changes to rnodiQ the free

entry system that currently exists in provincial mining to one in which claims approval is
granted at the discretion of the government and that, upon the introduction of this new
system, a Mineral Rights Advisory Board be established, wit h representatives from Innu
and Inuit communities, to advise the govemment on the approval or denial of mining
claims
6. That native groups like the lnnu be involved throughout the lifecycle of a development

project, from design and operation, to monitoring and decommission and that they work
with Company officials to minimize impacts upon important cultural activities like
medicinal plant collection
7. That lnnu Nation, together with the LIA, work with government and industrial officials

on resolving conflicts and ensuring mutual benefits from development initiatives
8. That investigations into the traditional knowledge of a community or group begin early in

the assessment process and last at least one year in order to allow for investigation into
any temporal and seasonal differences that may occur, and that land based interviews with

informants be emphasized over community interviews in order to provide a context for the
knowledge being discussed
9. That both levels of government and INIU Nation initiate training programs for Innu people

in the areas of linguistics and ethnobiological research so they may carry out further
studies on their own

If progress is made on a few of these items, the Innu people will be further along the road
to preserving their traditional k~owledgeand way of life for future generations of Innu
children. The decline in the number of Innu amilies pursuing land-based activities requires
that alternative methods be used for cultural transmission. The formal educational system
seems to provide the best opponunity for fulfilling this need at the present time.
However, being informed about cultural activities is useless without a forum available to
practice this knowledge.

The presence of a healthy ecosystem with al1 the necessary

elernents is required if the traditions and customs of the Innii people are to survive. Their
comprehensive environmental knowledge and personai interest in preventing negat ive
development impacts rnakes the lnnu ideal participants in the field of environmental
assessment. Recent coun decisions and a gradua1 acceptance of alternative knowledge and
perspectives support the need for Innu and other First Nations groups' involvement in
decisions which impact their land and culture. If the Innu are to have any hope of preventing
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Appendix 2
List of Interview Participants
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